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>V. D. Stearns ana wife left on Tues- weeks, between now and the time of the
third. This race wai greatly enjoyed.
day last for a trip to Chicago, 111,, and fair, we believe that even here the exhibit
The following is the score
Did you ntteod the races at the Fair St. Louis, Mo., and will be gone about will be such as to surprise us all. Nearly
Two-ThirtyRace.
-'three weeks. Mr. J. E. McLane takes all the departments have been placed
Grounds this week?
i.L. Wlxson’s ch.g. Chance.... ...... a \ \ ,
Mr. Stearns’ place in the Chicago and under the managementof new superinten- . Bldlack’a r. m. Bulo.
......... 14 8 4
Pay your subscription to the &ews and West Mich. R’y office here while he is
dent* all of whom have promised,each in W. Sharp’ar. a Decorator... ........ ’ j
keep a clear conscience.
absent.
his or her line, to do all in their poster lo J. G. Van Patten’s s. g. Montague Boy 4 3 4 3
:

Kates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three

.

changes.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
^"All advertising bllis collectableonarterly.

Tre mind cure “racket”
in

Is

being

worked

Allegan with great success.

Two or

J.

Van der Slum,

of the

make

Grand Rapids

Vrijhtids Bonier, celebrated his silver

gag

.

Time 9:39^,9:85, 8^414, 8:85.

their respective departmentsa sue.

above race

After the third heat of the

cess and with such a determinationon the

dr. McAllister exhibitedbis two-yearold filly, trotting the half-milein 1:85.

part of the superintendentsand their as-

three drops of rain fell last

.

on all former years. The time of holding The appearance,action, and speed of this
been spending the summer at the Resorts,
For Sale.
the fair this year is more favorablethan promising young trotter was greatly
A very fine RegisteredJersey cow, 5
Born
To Mr. and Mrs. Jas. lfrFalr- In a comfortablecottage near the shore of
admired.
previous years, since we now immediately
years old, will have a full blood calf, Dec.
banks, of Fillmore, on Monday, August Lake Michigan.
Id, 1887. Giving milk. Reason for sellfollow Grand Rapids and precede Allegan
SECOND DAY.
.a girl.
ing no place to keep her.
so that we do not Interferewith either ot
The
largely
increased •attendancewas
The “first brick” of the Blom building
C. W. Bennett, Holland.
An exchange says: “Don’t etiquettedethese. Now that the races are over let encouraging,not only to the association
now in course of erection was laid last
mand a vest on a hot day ?” If it does it
each one exert himself In his own way jut the owner* of the fait horses that were
Attention.
Tuesday with appropriate festivities.
...
-------- - --j
We have commenced our second annual can have ours.
is expectedthat the building will be com-' -nd P08lUon. 10 U8e
best
efforts to pro- to appear in the contest for supremacy.
'
Wfci
clearing out sale, and all our Summer
.
mote Ihe interoRtuthn fair
The two-forty race was promptly called at
Mr. Anthony Pauels, of Grand Rap- pleted in about three weeks, and it cerGoods will be sold at greatly reduced
two o’clock, three horses reapondiog,
prices. Call early and secure the best ds, is visiting his parents and friends In tainly will be a great addition to the busibargains in Clothing and Gents’ Furnish- lolland this
,
Allegan
Cir- Bulo winning pole, Brazil second, Bon
ness blocks of Holland City.
ing Goods ever offered in Holland City.
Wright third, Llprandlnotbeing In conL. Henderson,
Smoke from surroundingforest fires has
cuit Races at Holland.
dition was drawn. The three flyer* got
List of lettersremaining in the postChicago ClothingHouse,* River St. been one of the most disagreeable things
The first season of the Allegan and Ot- off on sixth scoring, Bulo leading. Brazil
office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 10, 1887:
ProposedImprovement of Seventh Street, of life the past week.
broke badly and ran much of the distance.
Miss Libbie Harie, Miss Tlllie Gainor, tawa Circuit races have opened ausSpecial Street Assessment District,
The
three were well bunched throughout,
Mr. Will Brcsse, of the firm of Brusse Mrs. H. E. Fay, Mahlin Trumble, Mrs. piciously. The races at Plainwell and
Olty of Holland, Michigan.
Allegan were well filled and largely at- Bulo keeping the lead but bard puahed at
Jro’s, went to Chicago this week to buy James P. Gray, Geo. W. Frink, Mrs.
Cm CtraK'i Omca, August 3, 1887.
the wire by Wright. The heat was loudly
Elizabeth Smith, Mrs. Jennie Hemmison. tended. The Holland Driving Association
To W WUIUmiJ acob Flleman, AugustusNames, foods for the fall tailoringtrade.

uesday forenoonand then

-

27-2t

-----

cleared,up.

it

-

.

.

....... .

.^

It .

-

-week.
----

~

and Ottawa

-

.

i

Hessel 'Postma, Hendrik De Vries, B. J. Hairington Jr., Henry D. Poet, Alfred Huntley, Klley
Granger, Hoyt G. Poet, J. W. Borman, George N
Williams, Hermanns Beukema, Mrs. P. Kamferbeek, Cornelle Rot, First Dutch Church,Cornells

Ice

is

.

Vinne, E. Bottwman, Mrs. J. Vinke, Mrs. G.
Yrkes,J. Van den Berg, K. and A. Ksmstra.G.
W. Karseen. Lammert Ter Beek, Mrs. G. Wakker,
Boone A Williams, John Lezman, Jane Drol, R.
Ranters, Wm. Butkan.Jan Knol, Peter Keldsema,
J. A. Peyster, Mrs. M. D. Howard, Jacob Smite,
Chicagoand West Michigan Railway Company,
Teunla Eeppel John Grootenhnls,C. P. Becker,
J. Doornkate,D. Vette. CornellsBraam, H. P.
8mit, 0. Roozeboom, GeertruldaOtte, Mrs- R.
Doctor, W. H. Beacn, B. Van Raalte. Owners
Unknown, F. Bakkcr, M. Van Tubergen, Wm.
Roozeboom, C. W. Calkins, Mrs. Boeve, Lewis D
Baldns. James Campbell. R. De Maat, Mrs. G.
Kloosier, U. De Vries. Jan Smlt, City of Holland,
and any and all other persons Interested in the
premises hereinafternamed:
Yon and each of you are hereby notifled:That
the Common Council of the City of Holland have
canted to be made and depositedwith the City
Clerk for public examination,profile,diagram
and estimates of the expense for the proposed im
provement, grading and graveling of Seventh
streetin said city, to-wit: From the east side of
River street to tne Iron stake at the Intersections
of Seventh, Land and Lost streets.
That all that part of Seventh atreet aforesaid he
graded the entirewidth thereof,pnrsnsntto grade
and profile to be established by the Common

J. G.

very popular just now but we

-

Van Putten,

P.

is

-

-----

’cooler.”They were released in time to

street.

go back with the
Surveyors have begun projecting a line

train

railroad.

— -

-

Mackinac

Last week Friday

night at about ten

’clock Mr. G. J. Kroon, an old and re-

-«•*-

ipeetpd citizen, died at his

Rev. D. Van Pelt, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

last of the series a

success. Their

home

The attendanceon the

the half he and

Wright were neck and

neck. Wright

trottea steady winning

the heat, Brazil a good second by running,

efforts

Bulo

trotting.

Third

first

day was

HeatT-

Wright lu lead.

Brazil

Wright takes second place, all coming In
and in close order.

al

at rattling gait

that could be desired, the crowd being

a suc-

enlivened by the excellent music of the
Fourth Heat— Grand start, Bulo In lead ;
hardware merchant here and reHolland City Cornet Band whose efforts all close together on first half; Wright
city, and wife, arc visiting Dr. and Mrs.
tired from business about six years ago.
were loudly applauded and appreciated. passes ‘Brazil and pushes ahead of Bulo,
Chas. Scott.
He leaves an aged wife and a family of
Success in races depend largely upon the the latter gaining, Brazil trailing,Wright
On Tuesday last Mrs. J. Oggel left for grown up children to mourn his loss.
judges and marshal. Admirable selec and Bulo neck and neck on last half;
her home in Orange City, Iowa, after a The funeral was held in the First Church
lions were made for each position. The although Wright came in a neck ahead,
visit of several weeks in this locality with last Monday and was largely attended.
judges were Dr. Reynolds and Dr. Me- by claim of foul driving on part of Wright
relatives and friends.
^Mr^Kroon was seventy-four years of age.
Nett, of Grand Haven ; C. W. Bennett anc which was evident, the heat was given to
Dr. 0. E. Yates, of Holland; Marshal the Bulo. The following will show result
The highest point reached by the therThe store of Mr. Otto Breyman, which
omnipresent Geo. Van Duren. The races of race:
mometers this season was on last Wednesformerly pastor of Hope Church of this

cessful

r “1

has just been completed,was occupied by

“—•r
a
and

elegant stock of new

goods in gold and

silver watches, precious

with

full

follows:

unpleasant.

column

lots nine, ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,
fifteen tnd sixteen In block twenty-fix : loti one,

comprised the first day’s amusement, viz

3

Bamratur.k.

twelve In block twsnty-flvsand also that part or
parcel of land lying west of lot seven In block Naugatuck,
twenty-fiveand east of the east line of Cedar street,
lots ons, two, three,
IUIBV, iwur,
four, U.C,
five, six,
BIX, BCTL
seven
____
and eight
Sunday Rev. b. F. Sargent, of
in block thirty-two:lota seven, eight, nine, ten,
eleven and twelve in bloek twenty-four; lota one, Grand Rapids, and Rev. T. W . Jones, of
two, three, fonr, five and six in block thirty-three; this city, will exchange pulpits. Mr. Saror any part or •ub-dlvlslonof said lota and blocks,
and on tha Intersections of Market, Cedar, Fish gent will therefore preach
Hope
and Land streets, and the said lands and premtiea
Church,
morning
and
evening.
ahall ba designated and are hereby declared to conailtntea specialstreet district, for the purpose of
special assessmentto defray the expense of lmMr. N. Van den Beldt, of Detroit, an
z, grading, and graveling said Seventh
--street as aforesaid, aald district to be known as old Holland city boy, was here this week
"Seventh Street Special Street AasetsmentDie-

UU*,

Next

in

----

Two-FortyRace.

z.'VSTSSi

minute race with five entries and

H. L. Wlxaon’t bPka. Ben Wright....
Jerry Smith’* b. g. Brazil

five

Time

and four starters. The races commenced
promptly and were contested to the

satis-

faction of all horiemen and patrons of the

association.The

first two

or three heate

were unattended with any exciting incidents, except disappointmentamong a

few

whose favoritedid not occupy as favorable a position as desired. In the fonr
year old race the horsei maintained their
relative positions as will bo seen

by the

Hub K.

taking

M. N. Grime*’ b.i.

HubK

.................

J.L.8omer*'brkx. Joe Winter ...........
to assume unnecessaryairs that we claim
W . B. Gnffln’8 b. g. Prince G ..............
to wish one and all to investigate the busA. Black’* b. g. Mad Anthony .............
iness and plans of doing the same, and
Time 2:48*, 8:47, 2:47.

Hedge Company, now of Kalamazoo,

for-

merly of Adrian, Michigan. We wish

i
2
3
4

j
2
8
4

1887. —

day

them and there were none that were not
eager spectators. Three horses started,

Montague Boy winning the

pole,

Tnik

second, Pathfinder third position. It
a fine start, a little breakingall
first

quarter. At the half

The

last half

of speed,

on

was a

waa

around on

well bunched.

all

beautifulexhibit

Turk leading Pathfinder a note

his wheel, Montague

Boy e dose

Second Heat— A fine start, Turk lead-

3

ing. On

4

giving Pathfinder a lead of six lengths

which

race the horses got off after the fifth scor-

Dawson at

for All waa the race of the

reputationof the horses had preceded

9

In the second heat of the three minute

ing,

The Free

and excited the greatestenthusiasm.’The

i

the pole keeping the lead

know by examination that throughout,Daisy Right a good and close
visiting with friends and relatives. Mr.
trlct.”
we are no mushroom organizationand second, West Wind taking third position,
That said Improvement was determined npon Van den Beldt la a druggist on La Faye^ta
that we have ample capital to make our
by the Common Council, June 14,
" *
Lillie D. dropping to fifth. In the third
That on Tuesday the Wrd day of August,1887, at avenue, Detroit, and is doing well. jsf
one and

2:8?#, 8:85.

follower. Lend cheering greeted “Old
Turk” at the finish.

Four year old Race

the fiuancial standing of the Michigan

8:85, 9:41,

starters; atwo-thiity race with four entries

bis line.
It Is not a spirit of bravado or trying

a j j
9 1 t t
..............8 9 3 &

C. E. Bidlack’ar. m. Bulo ............. j

four entries and four starters; a three

of smoke was seen surging heavenward* *nd we hoPe he wl11 mecl wl,b success in followingacore— Grimes’
two.-three,foar, five, elx, seven and eight In block
thirty-one: loll seven, eiaht, nine, ten, eleven and in this city in the direction of East cretliD*•demand for good articles in first money.

.

leading

quarter,lost place

land track is conceded to he the best half passes, Wright breaks goes to rear, Bulo
mile track In the State, and the min of coming to front aod keeps ihere, at three
Wednesdaynight renderedii var fxeellence quarters all well bunched, on home stretch

in this

city/ Mr. Kroon was at one time

fine start, Bulo

first

and heat. Brazil alio broke badly but at

on giving security have been happily rewarded. The Hoi

for their fine.

from Allegan to Saugatuck for the proposed Cincinnati, Jackson, and

but breaking on

•

Seventhstrest, as
v
next week, and commence to think wb&t stones and plated ware.»The counters and
The average thicknessof grgvel to be nine
Inches, so spread that tbs same will be twelve you will idd to the collection of articles show cases are all nevrand of the latest
inchee thick la the center end six Inches thick on
and best designs. He has a large and
which help make the fair a success.
the sides. The road-bed to be twenty-four feet
showy case for plated ware which adds
wide, and the gravel of the kind used on Tenth or
Ninth streets. r
On! foraxood clear cool atmosphere. considerable to the appearance of the inThat tbs coat and expense of enld Improvement
and work to be defrayed by a special assessment The heat has been oppressive this week side and It will allow him to display
upon that part of Seventh street as aforesaid, and when taken in with the heavy smoke
'goods to an advantage. Mr. B. has
excepting the Intersectionsof Land, Fish, Cedar
and Market streetsbe assessed against the City of from the forest fires It has made life very
shown commendable enterprisein the
Holland and paid from the general fnad.
Ly
That the lots and lands npon which said special
fitting up of his store, and In the selection
assessment shall be levied,shalllnciadelots six,
of
new goods which are to a great extent
seven, eight,nine end ten, In block twenty-seven
Heavy fqreat Area have been ra^Hig
ragrag ail
tots one, two, three, foar end five In block thirty ,
In
advance of the trade in this
locality,
around us. On Tuesday last a vast
---------•

proving,

Second Heat— A

can remember the time not six months
Last week Friday, the day of the ex- by any of her sister associations.President
ago when every’ one was down on it.
cursion from Kalamazoo to the. Resorts, Dr. 0. E. Yates, Secretary W. H. Rogers
*\
ktwo huge “bullies” attempted to run and Treasurer C. Verschuro,with other
Mr. C. J. De Roo, of the Standard
,hing8 here in their own way, when officer members of the association have been unRoller Mills, is making preparations foij
Li’dell arrested them and put them in the remittingin their exertions to make the
the erection of a fine residenceon Ninth

Connell as hereafterfurther directed.
That the atumps he removed. That all shade
trees on said part of said street be left aa they
now stand, except snch as it Is foand necessary to
remove,all each shade trees to he taken np and
re-set with as little Injury as possible to such
shade trees.
day when one hundred degrees in the
That all sidewalks abd crosswalks that are foand
shade was the mark.
In the way In grading said streetbe taken up end
relaidafter tke graJ» Is finished.
That after the grade Is completeda road-bed be
Procure a Premium List of the Fair,
const rncted of gravel along the center of eatd part
of

cheered.

composed of energeticbusiness men
who were determined not to be outdone

M.

all to

contracts solid in every particular, and
o'clock p. m., the Common Connell will meet
heat there was but little change Maggie B.
their rooms to consider any objections to said
Death removed an infant childbron^ that our motto has always been : To give taking fifth and Lillie D. fourth, closely
eitlmatea,plana, and profile, that may be made.
By order of tne Common Connell,
the family of Mr. L. Mulder, of Be Orond- value received to the amount of one contesting.The following is the score:
«•*GEO. H. BIPP, City Clerk.

7:80

flrat

he

quarter

Turk broke badly

maintained, winoiag

Montague Boy in

this heat

keeping a close third to
was a

fast

heat*.

did fine work

Turk.

The heat

one and waa hugely enjoyed

by the great crowd present.

Third Heat—
in

A good

start, Pathfinder

lead. This was a most exciting heat.

Turk and Pathfinder were neck and neck

at

:
V For Sale.

wet, last

f

A good top buggy. It ia a desirable
bargain for some one. Inquire at this

office.

week Friday afternoon. The [hundred cents for every dollar paid us

funeral occurred on Monday, at the Ninth
street Holland Christian Reformed

28-tf

and in evidence we point with pride

to

Churctr thousandsof miles of our work, extending
over sixteen states, and back for a period

throughout. Turk broke on home atretch
but caught before passing under wire and

came down handaomely, coming in *

Three Minute Race.

Ill

neck ahead in 2:88^ amid great cheeriag.

Sep Turner’* bl’k m. Dally Right .........

2 2

9

Montague Boy

Ohaa. Wright’*a.

5 3

3

a close third.

L. Lockwood’a b. m. Kate Dawaon ........

f .

Weal Wind

..........

did fine, steady work aid

The Douglas WetJdy Record printed the of twenty-sevenyears, and to the endorse- Lone Perrin 'a g. m. Lillie D ............... 3 5 4
Fourth Heat-Turk ahead. Turk and
Keller is atill making those fine cabinet proceedingsof the June meeting of the ment of snch papers as Ohio Farmer, In- H. Boone’*b. m. Maggie B ............... 4 4 5
Pathfinder
wero lapping the entire beat,
Time
2;41,
9:49,2:41*.
photos lor $2.00 a dozen. Opposite News
West Michigan Fruit Growers’ Society, diana Farmer, Western Rural, and AmerMontague
Boy doing bis work well.
^
28-tf
The two-thirty race excited considerable
held in thlt village, in pamphlet form, ican Stockmen, and all the principal papers
Turk won the race, although it it thought
and issued it as a supplement to the paper of Michigan. Look ns up gentlemen and interest,the several horses having many
Parbetis.
Pathfinder might have done better. Turk
last week.
then please make a distinction between friends. Bulo at first seemed to be the
'
proved himself a stayer. The following
fevorite. They passed the Judge* six
Prodnoa, Etc.
It is a common expression of merchants our business and* bohemian oats and
la the score:
times before the word “go” was given.
(WHOLXSAIJL)
that “businessis so dull just now that it lightning rods.
CorrtcUd twry Friday by S. J. Barrington.)
Bnlo leading, Decorator lapping, Chance
Free for AU Race.
Apples, 85c. ; Beane, 75 to $1.00; Batter, Ificts; will not pa? to advertise.” What would
ihU/i
aa AmIomu. Dam *
Dr. W. Van Fatten'* ch. a. Tnrk .......1 2 1 j
third,
Montague
Boy
fourth.
At
the
h
Sgga, 12c: Honey, lOe; Onions, 50c; Potatoes
The Fair.
we think of the working man who, when
Lone Pereln’ablk a Pathfinder,Jr ..... 2 1 8 9
dOc.
Decorator broke, and Chance took secon
ma J. G. Van Pntten’i a. g. Montague Boy 3 8 8 a
BXTAO.
work la scarce, would not try all the
The premium list of the next annual place, which waa maintained, Bulo wiin.
Apples 80c: Beans $1.15; Batter 18 cents; Ecus
Time 2:34*, 2;28*, 2:88*, 8:35.
13c. Honey, 19c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 70 to $0.80 harder to find it?
fair is about ready for distribution and nlng the heat.
'-4)ne of the most pleasing additionsto
Grain, Feed, Ito.
Second Heat-Bulo bad the pole. the pleasures of the occasion was the
Fruit growers In this section feel very will promptly be forwarded to all those
(WHOLHALI.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. B. JUach.)
bine over the contiaued drouth and hot who are members of the association, or Chance a good second. At the half posi- music renderedby the Holland City CorBack wheat, 40c; Bran. V 100 lie., 75c; Barley
V cwv, $1.00, Clover aeed.f bn.$S.50; Corn Meal weather. In many instancesnearly the who are in any way connected therewith. tions were reversed, Chance leading, Bulo net Band. Their selections were choice
$ cwt, 95c: Corn, abcdled,— , 40; Flour, entire peach crop has been destroyedand The secretary requested ns to give notice dropping to fourth, Decorator pulling np
and artistically rendered, elicitingthe ap$4.00; Fine Corn Meal, V 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, V
ton $19.00; Hay, 9 ® $10; Middling*, « 100 ftai, with some trees have been rained. The that any person, however, may obtain a a good second.

°fflce-

»

,

(Bur

'

-

(

—

i;

Oats, 80 eta.; Pearl Barley, V 100 fca., $6.00;
loss is almost irreparable.

copy thereof by applying to

him

plause of every attendant. The season

for the

Third Heat—

The

contest for flrat and

was a grand success and the association
between Chance and
are entitled to all the praise that can be
summer has thus far, It is true, not Decorator waa very exciting.Chance
bestowed. The judges are also
very favorable on account of the severe kept hie lead however coming in winner.

same, either in person or through the mail.

second

positions

Brubsb Bros,, tailors and batten, have This
BBTAIL.
.„4t,80c;Bran, f 100 lbs., 80c: Barley, * a new advertisement In this issue. They been
$1.95; Clover seed, V *., $5.00; Corn
100 fce., 1-OOe; Coro, shelled,50c: Floor, have jnst received a new stock of fail and drought, to lead us to expect a Aral class
Fourth Heat— Chance leading and
winter goods, and all those desiring any- exhibit in some of the departments,esDecorrtorcrowding, Montague Boy and
thing in their line will do well to call on pecially in the agricultural,hut yet with
Bulo struggling for third. A good spurt
' 100 fte., $6.00; Rye,60c;Tlinothv,
them before purchasingelsewhere.
more favorable weather for the coming ato brought the Boy under the wire a good
,

'

the thanks of the asaociatiq
lie for their fair,

firm ana

oisiona.Three cheers for the

flrat

of the Allegan and Ottawa Trotting
Circuit.

coal Upon the roof of this coal-shed a large
number of people had assembled. The view shall be forever disfranchised; that wagefrom that point was a fine one, as the vessel workers should be protected* by laws wmch
moved directly toward the dock. As the Wolf will prevent the importationof foreign
struck the water her port bulge was burled pauper labor; the enactment of laws prodeeply In the black water of the slip ; then she
Its Disastrous Effects Upoa the Crop*
recovered and rolled heavily to port. The viding for arbitrationin cases where capital
the Union water displacedby her hull rose lixe a tidal and labor are in conflict, and adequate apin Some of the Western
reunion at wave and swept over the coal-dockand propriationsfor the bureau of labor sta-

CURRENT EVENTS.1
BAST.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS.
Intelligence Gathered In by
Wire from Every Quarter
of the Nation.

Also

a Few News Sandwiches from
Lands Beyond the Broad
Ocean.

LATEST DISPATCHES.

A BIG TUMBLE

IN PAPER.

Tho Failure of the W. 0. Tyler Company -Llahilltiea Estimated at $350,000.

A Chicago dispatchof Tuesday says:
“The W. 0. Tyler Paper Company, No.
169 Adams street, failed yesterday with liabilities estimatedat $350,000. The nominal assets are reported to about equal
the liabilities, but, as a large proportion of the assqts consists of book
debts and doubtful paper, the creditors will probably be glad to settle
at 60 to 60 cents on the dollar. The only
local creditor, so far as is known, is the
Union National Bank, with whom the company had its account, and it was the action
of the bank in entering up a confession of
judgment for $38,497 that precipitated matters and caused tho firm to make an assign-

ment Tho

assignee is James L. Rubel,
tho Treasurer of the company and one of
the chief stockholders."

BAS &B ALL.
The Contest for the Championship in the
League and Association.

The

following tables show the standing

of the clubs in the two leading associations:

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
PercentClubs.
.............
Chicago .............
Boston ..............
New York ...........
Philadelphia .......

Won. Lost

Detroit,

Washington ........
Pittsburg ...........
.......... 29
Indianapolis ........

.

age.

29
30
33
36
38
41
47
54

.028
.CIO
.571
.550
.518
.402
.381

.298

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Percentago.
23
.732
38
.665
40
.560
39
.541
43
.500
42
.493
56
.825
64
.247

Won. Lost

Clubs.

6t. Louis ............
Louisville ..........
Cincinnati .................... 51
Baltimore ...........
.......... 40
Athletic ............
Brooklyn ............
Metropolitan ........ .......... 27
Cleveland ..........

Vast Railroad Projects in the West.

.

A Salt Lake (Utah) special says: “J.
D. Negus, the ruling spirit in the proposed

Utah & Wyoming Eastern Railway, which
has been ready for grading for three years,
left Ogden recently with two four-horse
teams, proposing to drire through to Sioux
City o?er bis projected road. He was accompanied by a director of the Illinois
Central and an experiencedsurveyor.
big deal is undoubtedly being arranged.
It is said on good authority that the Barlington A Missouri will reach Ogden and
Salt Lake within two years, and will make
a bee-line thence to Los Angeles.”
The

Socialists

Determinedto Crush Henry
George.

A New York

special says: ‘•The So-

cialistsare concentrating their efforts on
an attack npon Henry George

and

his pet

land theory, and they expect, by holding
him and his theories up to ridicnle, to
crush him and gain control of the Labor
party. They make no secret of the fact
that they had planned to take him up last
fall because his theory was among the elementary doctrinesof Socialism. They
now intend to handle him without gloves,
and will show the workmen that he is not
the prophet and Messiah that he would
have them believe.”
The Fishery Complications.
It is stated that at a conference held on
board the United States flagship Richmond,
at Halifax, N. S., Mr. Foster, the Cana-

dian Minister of Fisheries, declared it to
be the intention of the Canadian Government to capture the American schooners
Aigonantand French wherever found. To
this Rear Admiral Luce and Consnl General Phelan dissented,emphatically stating
the United States would never permit
those vessels to be taken ontside of Cana-

The

colored veterans of

army have been holding a
Boston. Resolutions were adopted

to the

effect that the colored troops fought

nobly

during the war, and that the negroes of the
South remain in a deplorable condition.
Preliminaries were taken for a permanent
organization,and it was soon decided to
hold the next reunion at Washington.

THE LONG DBY SPELL.

np toward its roof, causinga clond of coal-dust
and spray. Tho supportsof tne dock were insufficient to withstand the force of the wave,
and about forty feet of the shed went down

with its living freight Instantly the shed
went down there waa wild excitement on the
deck of the steamer. A scene of indescribable
confusion ensued, but a few cool-headedpeople at once set to work to rescue the people
thrown into the river and those buried in the
Mrs. W. H. Lisle, of Lansingbarg, debris of the platform. Patrol-wagons were
summoned, and express wagons turned into
N. Y., became excited on a train at Fort ambulances, and the dead and injured were
Edward, N. Y., and throwing one of her carried away.
children to the platform, she jumped from
the car, with a younger child in her arms.
The woman fell under the wheels, and,
with her child, was killed. The bravery of
Engineer Martin saved the child she had
thrown to the platform.

A crazy Irishman calling himself Conran J. Mooney, attempted to blow np the
British ocean steamship Queen at New
York, but the fire which the explosion
created was speedily extinguished.
was apprehended and locked up.

Mooney

WEST.
The memorableChicago
was brought to

The

Northern Pacific crop report indi-

cates a yield of wheat throughoutthe territory embraced of from one-half to twothirds of a crop. The weather in Illinois
during the week was warmer than that of
any correspondingweek during the past
ten years. Only six counties report an
average rainfall— Ogle, Livingston, Shelby,
Montgomery, Fayette, and Wabgsh. Light
rains were reported in twenty- one counties.
In a large section of the State the drought
continues with unabated severity, and the
com prospects are even less favorable
than the previous week.

Mentor Smith, a
boodle

trial

a close on Friday, tbe 5th

ten-year-oldboy,
been arrested
Hereon Smith. He

living near Fnlton, Mo., has
for shooting his father,

inst., and resulted in

a yerdict of convic- says that he was persuaded to do it Uy his
tion. A punishment of two years in the sister and a colored boy, and that his father
did not treat him well.
penitentiarywas imposed upon each one of
the defendants except CommissionersCosSOUTH.
selman, Geils, Oliver, and McCarthy, who
escape with a fine of $1,000 each. A ChiDuring the election at Manchester, Clay
sago dispatch tells how the verdict was reCounty, Ky., says a Louisville special,a
ceived:
An anxious crowd of attorneysand newspa- furious affray broke out between the Demper men kept Judge Jamieson's room crowded ocrats and Republicans.There was already
till late last evening after tbe jury in the great
boodle case bad retired at 3 o'clock to consider a feud, and only the exedse of a political
quarrel was needed. About sixty were enits verdict The room was almost packed with
bailiffsand police officers in citizen's clothes gaged in the fight. Clay is a mountain
ready to secure the dffeudants in case any re- county in the extreme sontheast of the
sistance was attempted. It was expected,at
first that the jury would not be long in arriving State, on the headwaters of the Kentucky,
and not far from those of the Cumberland
at a conclusion, but as the hours drew on and
8 o'clock was reached and still no verdict, peo- River. It has only two or three hundred
ple began to think that there would ho u long
people, and has of late been orderly.
siege and the jurors would have some difficulty
in making up thoir minds. The oSlcera were Electionday, according to the mountain
just beginningto preparefor an all-night ses- custom, many voters came in armed with
sion when Chief Bailill Cahill ran into Judge guns, revolvers, and bowie-knives. A
Jamieson'sprivate room and shouted: “You'U
quarrel arose which brought a shot. A
all have to get out of hero. Make room for the
jury.' In a moment every seat in the court- general fight followed,involving thirty on a
room was occupied. Judge Jamieson ascended side. Pistolswere emptied and clubs and
tho bench, tho defendantscamo in slowly and knives flashed. When quiet was restored
occnpied their seats one after the other, and
six were found dead. They were Jack
finallythe jury was led to its seats, Foreman
A. L. Brown preceding his colleagueswith a Hocker, Dow White, John G.* White, Dale
scroll of paper in his hand. Judge Jamieson Little, and two countrymen from a remote
turned to tho jury: “Gentlemen, have you part of the county. Four or five leave
agreed upon a verdict?' "We have, your families. Manchester was the home of
Honor,'replied Mr. A. L. Brown. Chief Bailiff
Cahill took the verdict from Mr. Brown’s John D. White from his boyhood and
hands and handed it to the .Clerk.“Read the while in Congress, and the Whites are his
verdict, Mr. Clerk, " ordered the Judge. And cousins.
amid breathlesssilence Clerk Lee read in a
A Macon (Ga.) dispatch says that
voice that it reuuirod all his will power to
make audible : We, the jury, find the defend- “Capt and Mrs. R. F. Woolf oik, their
ants Adam Ochs, Michael K. Leyden, James J.
McCarthy. Daniel J. Wren, John E. Van Pelt. six children,ranging in ages from 16
Michael Wassennan,Harry A.Varnell, Richard
M. Oliver, Christian Casselman,Christian months to 20 years, and Mrs. West, aged
Geils, Richard 8. McClaughry, guilty of con- 60, an aunt of Mrs. Wool folk, were murspiracy as charged in tho indictment,and fix dered in their home on Friday night.
the penalty: Richard 8. McClaughry, at two Thomas G. Woolfolk, son of the captain’s
years' imprisonment in the penitentiary
Adam Ochs, at two years' imprisonment in the first wife, who was sleeping in the house
penitentiary. Michael R. Leyden, at two at the time, has been held by the Coroner’s
years’ imprisonment in the penitentiary. jury for the crime. He says that some time
Harry A. Varnell, at two years’ imprisonment before daybreak Saturday morning he was
in the penitentiary.John E. Van Pelt at two
years’ imprisonment in the penitentiary. Daniel oronsed by groans and the sound of blows
J. Wren at two years' imprisonment in the proceeding from his parents’ room. His half
penitentiary.Michael Wassorman at two brother Richard ran into the room which
years’ imprisonment in the penitentiary. James adjoined his, and, thinking that murder
J. McCarthy at a fine of 11,000. Richard M.
Oliver at a fine of *1,000. ChristianCasselman was being committed, he (Thomas) jumped
at a fine of *1,000. Christian Geils at a fine of from a window in his night clothes and
$1,000.
bare feet and ran to the house of a negro,
A Salt Lake (Utah) special says: “The three or four hundred yards distant, to get
question of snccessorship to the Presiden- them to aronse the neighborhood. He

States.

Houston
tion returns

(Texas) special: “The elec-

on the

prohibition question

are coming in rapidly. All countiesin
SouthernTexas are giving large majorities

and Illinois the Wont Snf*
fcren-Iowa and Nebraska

Indiana

More Fortunate.

for the anti-Prohibitionists. The present
returns, carefully estimated, indicate that
the prohibition ouestion will be snowed

under by a majority of 85,000.” Fort
Worth dispatch: “The Prohibitionistsadmit their defeat in the State by 15,000 ma-

[Ohio

ago special.]

The

Times of this city gives reports from
various points in the Western States showing the condition of the crops, which is
jority. The anti-Prohibitionists
claim 50,- thus summarized:
The drought h&i been uncommonly severe in
000 majority. Sixty-one towns give 4,017
most of the territorycovered by these advices,
majority against prohibition.”
and the sum of the Information obtained is
The Civil- Service Reform League met at not favorable. While some States have escaped with little loss, others have suffered very
Newport, Rhode Island. George William
seriously.In Ulinoisthe 'dry spell' has been
especiallydisastrous.The yield of hay has
Curtis, who was re-elected President, debeen light, the crop of oats is considered beliveredan address denouncing the Demo- low the average, while the prospects for com
cratic party for its attitude toward civil- are decidedlydiscouraging. From presentadvices it is reasonableto state that about half
service reform, and mildly criticisingthe
President for his occasional concessions to the usual yield will be obtained. Many connties report prospects for considerablyless than
the spoilsmen.
half a crop, while only a very few especially
An Associated Press dispatch from Gal- favored localities;report an average, About 50
per cent, of the usual yield would seem to be
veston, Texas, says: “Returns (not official) Indicated by the advices from the State. In
received from 507 voting precincts in the the great corn center in the middle of the State
many of the farmers are catting up tho stalka
State show a majority of 93,645 agAinst the for fodder, believingthat rains, If they come
prohibition amendment, and indicate that at all, will come too late to do any good.
In Indiana, also, the drought has done mnoh
the amendment has been defeated in the
damage. Rain has not fallen in many places for
whole State by over 125,000 votes.”
more than four weeks, aud the recent showers
have been of little benefit.In some localities
the corn crop is a total failure,and in no portion
LABOR.
of the State is the ordinary yield expected.
From one-thirdto one-fourthof a crop is the
A novelty in strikes is reported from tenor of the reports from this State. Hay is but
a poor crop, and oats are short of the usual proFulton, Mo., where fifteen female attendduction. In Wisconsinthe drought seems to
ants in the State Insane Asylum stopped have been less destructive Some localitiesreport a falling off in corn, but the crop in most
work on account of an increase in their sections of the State seems likely to be an averhours of labor.
age, while the oat crop is fair. The some seems
be true of Michigan and Ohio.
The iron mill troublesat Pittsburg, Pa., to West
of the Mississippi the advices are much
have been settled. The glass manufactur- more encouraging. Flentiful rains have fallen
recently in Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska,which
ers deny that they propose to shut down have been of untold benefit to the corn. The
their works, and the threatened trouble Secretary of the Iowa AgriculturalSociety reports a probable com yield of 200,009,000 bushels,
arising from the new State law requiring
whith Is some 30.000,000in excess of the short
corporationsto pay thoir employes semi- crop of last year.
monthly is likely to be averted, and the
semi-monthlypay generally observed.

THE OHIO CAMPAIGN.

GENERAL.
Liebes Bros. & Co., of San Francisco,
complain to the Interstate Commerce
Commission that the Texas and Pacific
Pacific railroad companies charge $2.25 per hundred upon
freight to Houston or Galveston, Texas,
while to other points in Texas much nearer
San Francisco they charge $4. Complainantsare consequentlycompelled to
ship to Houston or Galveston, there to be
reshipped back to destination.They ask
investigationand relief.

and the Southern

Walter M. Gibson,

the deposed Prime

Minister of the Hawaiian Kingdom,

Foraker and Powell, the Opposing
Gubernatorial Candidates.

Hon. Joseph B. Foraker, who has been
nominated by the Ohio Republicanconvenntion for a second term as Governor of
the Buckeye State, is a native of Highland
Connty, Ohio, and is 51 years old. At the
age of 16 he enlistedin the Eighty-ninth
Ohio Infantry, serving until June, 1865,
and taking part in many engagements.
He was rapidly promoted, was brevetted
Captain for bravery on the field, and when

who

was accused of robbing the public treasury,

has escaped to Son Fracisco. He talks
freely of the new Constitution and Government.

Mooney, the man who attempted
blow up the English steamer Queen
New

York, the other day, is well

to
at

known to

the London police, who say that he caused
the explosion of the Glasgow gas-worksin
1882. and attemptedto blow up the Parliament buildings at Ottawa, Canada. He
was once an accomplice of the Fenian Mc-

Dermott.

says he was afraid to return,fearing that
FOREIGN.
he himself would be murdered; but went
temporarily by the appearancethis evening back after half an hour. No help had arThe British authorities are keeping a
of an address signed by Wilford Woodruff, rived, and he went in to see if the family sharp lookout for dynamiters and tailPresident of the apostles.
says: had been murdered. He found them
twisters from America. A rigid search of
“As upon two former occasions in all dead. Ho stepped in a pool of blood
our history, the duty and responsibil- in passing and left footprintson the the baggage of all passengers arriving at
ity of presiding over and directing floor. He found his stepmother lying so Queenstown is being made.
cy of the

Mormon Church has

been settled

He

the affairs of the chnrch of Jesus Christ
in all the world devolvesnpon the twelve
apostles.With the blessing of the Lord
and the faith and prayers of His people we
hope to do our doty until we, too, shall be
laid to rest.” Woodruff is 80 years old and
a man of mediocreability. He has been
in hiding two years, and is still oat of
sight to all save the faithful. His Presidency will not be as rigorous or popular as
would have been Cannon’s or Smith's. As
a matter of course the Mormons will accept him. It is not probable a formal election will take place before next April, if
then. The apostles,with Taylor at their
head, ruled three years after Brigham
Yonng’s death before Taylor was chosen
President.

Ax

that her head was on the floor and her
body on the bed. He raised her up and
placed her on the bed. He then changed
his clothes. By this time a crowd had arrived and soon after he was taken into
custody. The funeral of the nine victims
took place at Rose Hill Cemetery,Macon,
on Sunday. Three thousand people attended. The serviceswere brought to an
abrupt terminationby the arrival of Mrs.
Edwards, own sister of the murderer,who
was in Athens at the time of the commis-

The throat of the German Crown Prince
was again operated upon at London by Dr.
Mackenzie.He found no serious encroachmentsupon the tissues of the vocal mustered out was serving as aid-dechords, but intimates that the outlook for
camp on Gen. Slocum’sstaff. After the
curing the malady is not as encouraging as
war he entered Cornell University, graduit might be.
ating in 1869. Subsequentlyhe studied
At Paris M. Agnier fought a duel with law, was admitted to the bar in Cincinnati,
M. Reinach and the latter was wounded. and in 1879 was elected a Judge of the
They are rival editors, and dropped the Superior Court. In 1883 he was nominated for Governor on the Republican ticket,
sion of the crime. Heartrendingscenes pen for the sword. The Ferry-Bonlanger but was defeated by Judge Hoadly. In
duel,
so
much
talked
of,
appears
to
have
followed, bringing tears to the eyes of every
1885 he was again nominated,this time
spectator. Woolfolk was carriedto Atlanta dropped out.
being elected by a handsome majority.
for safe keeping. He denies his guilt.”
MARKET REPORTS.
Thos. E. Powell, the Nominee of the DemParson Harris, a colored man, living
near Helena, Ark., was killed by his wife

Ellensburg (Washington Territory) with

dispatch says: “Fifty tons of rock fell in
the eastern end of the Cascade tunnel, now

a shotgun, which she emptied into
while he was beating her.

WASHINGTON.

him

building by the Northern Pacific Railway,
killing four men and wounding several
Secretary Fairchild,of the Treasury,
others. A piece of rock tore out John Sulhas
issued a circular, of which the followlivan’s bowels, and he died in half an
dian territorial waters.
hour. Andrew Jones, a Welshman, was ing are the essentialfeatures:
crushed to death; he leaves a family in
By virtue of authoritycontainedin Sec. 3CD9
PostmastersAppointed.
Wales. John Myers, nicknamed “Jumbo,” Revised Statutes of tho United States, notice is
The Presidenthas appointed the fol- aged 35, was instantly killed. Henry hereby given that interest duo Sept. I and Dec.
1, 188?, on 4 Vi per cent, bonds of the United
lowing-named Postmasters:Ambrose W. Schmidt, a German, was injured inter- States, and Oct. 1, 1887, aud Jan. 1, 1888, on 4
per cent, bonds, and Jan. 1, 1888, on bonds
Mullen, at De Smet, Dakota, vice J. H. nally. and died in four hours.
issued in aid of the Pacific Railroads,will be
Boomers are near Arkansas City, Kan., prepaid on and after Aug. 15, 1887, with reCarroll, resigned; G. W. Farrelly, at
Chanute, Kan., vice J. B. Beatty, resigned; on their way to Oklahoma, which they say bate at tho rate of 2 per cent, per annum
the amounts prepaid. Coupons due on
Lee H. Way, at Luverne, Minn., vice they are going to take. They have been on
the above specified dates may be presentedfor
Charles O. Hawes, resigned; John Goetz,
publishinga paper, in which they state prepaymentat tho Treasury of the United
States at Washington, or at tbe office of «ny
at Greencastle, Pa., vice H. P. Prather,
their intention of marching toward their Assistant Treasurerof the United States. Noresigned. William T. Figghas been apgoal Ang. 16, Three companies of United tice is also given that in pursuance of the propointed postmaster at Hawthorne, Iowa.
States troops,part of General Miles' old visions of Section 3C94 of the Revised Statutes,
proposals for the sale to the Government of the
Fifth
Cavalry, are encamped near ArkanMeeting of Emperors.
United States of 4 Vi per cent, bonds of 1891,
The German and Anstrian Emperors sas City, from which place they will cross acta of July 14, 1870, and Jan. 20, 1871, to be apinto the Indian Territory and prevent the plied to the sinking fund, will bo received and
slobbered over each other very profusely raid.
opened at the office of tho Secretary of the
Treasury in Washington at noon of Wednesday,
at Gastein. Judging from the amount of
Milbrook, Kan., a place of 500 in- Aug. 10, 1887, and each Wednesuay thereafter
emotion displayed, the touchiness, so to habitants, was mined by a windstorm. until farther notice.
Secretary Fairchild said, in explana•peak, of the parting scene, and the Bnt one house in the town escaped being
tion of his action, that he did it simply
demonstrative protestationsof mutual
damaged. Fonr persons were killed, and because he regarded it as the best thing
affection between the two sovereigns, a
twenty-five others wonnded.
that could be done under the oirenmEuropean war, with Austria and Germany
small excursion steamer having a Htanoes. The purchase of bonds, he savs
on opposite sides, would seem to be imminent
party of locomotive engineers on board is for the purpose of providing for tne
sinking fund and in anticipationof interest
capsized in Lake Manawa, near Council
A Hopeful View.
for the purpose of getting rid of the surAbohbishop Walsh, in an interview, Bluffs,Iowa. Five bodies have been re‘ ' *'
takes a hopeful view of the Irish situation. covered, bnt it is believed that two or three
During the month of July there was a
others also perished.
He regards the new land act as a measure
net decrease or $6,663,748 in tbe cash in
A Milwaukee dispatch gives particuof great value to the tenantry, and does
the Treasury and a net increase of $4,047,not apprehend a rigid enforcement of the lars of a distressingaccident at the launch133 in the circulation.
coercion act. Within a year or two he ex- ing of the huge steamer Wm. H. Wolf, at
pects to see an Irish Parliamentat Dublin.
Wolf & Davidson’s ship-yard, in that city,

A

plus.

POLITICS.-

by which three persons were killed outright, several fatally injured, about twenty
Fire losses in the United State* and badly hurt, and a large number of others
Canada daring July aggregated $14,026,- less seriously
,
About one thousand people hod gathered to
600, doable tbe average loss for Jnly in
witness tbe launch. The docks were lined,
the post twelve years. The total loss for vessels were crowded, and every scow and
the post seven months is $76,928,100, lumber- pile was black with spectators. Directly
against $63,900,000for the first seven opposite the cradled vessel was the large coaldock of the Northwestern Fuel Company. It is
months of 1886.
a roofed dock, with huge derricks ter anloading
July Fire Losses.

injured.

oeracy.

NEW YORK.
Cattle ..........................
$ 4.00 & 5.50
Hoos .............................
0.25 (£8 6.00

$

Wheat—

No. 1 Hard .............. 85)6
.86 'o
No. 2 Red ............... 77
.7716
2. ...................... 48
.51
Oats— White ...... . ............... 37
.41
Pork— New Mosb ................10.00 $16.50

&
&
&

Corn-No.

CHICAGO.

General Thomas E. Powell, who was
nominated for Governor of Ohio by
the recent Democratic State Convention, waa born in Delaware County,
Ohio, in the year 1842. He was

educated in

the State,

gradu-

Cattle — Choice to Prime Steera 4.50 & 5.00
Medium ............... 3.50 $ 4.25
Common .............. 3.00 «i 3.50
Hoos— ShippingGrades ......... 5.00 $5.75
Flour -Winter Wheat .......... 4.00 $4.23
Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ....... 70 $ .71
Cobn-No.2 ...................... ,38)63 .39
Oats-No. 2 White ............... 24 $ .25
Buttsb— Choice Creamery ....... 23 $ .26
Fine Dairy .............. 15

Cheese—

k'ull

Cream, choddars.

.09

<0

.18

a .m
&
&

Full Cream, new ...... .10
.10)6
Eooh— Fresh .................... .10 (fl .11
Potatoes— Choice, new. per brl .65
.70
PoRK-Mess. .....................
10.75 « 17.25

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat—

Cash......

............... .68'*

Cobn-No. 3 ...................... .39
Oato-No. 2 White ..... .......... .27
Rr*— No. L...;. ................. .43

s

0

&
&

.ra**
.39)6

.28
.44
....................14.25 (114.75
feT. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 68
.68^
CoBN-Mixed..................... 35 «• .36
OATS— Mixed ..... ................ 23
.24
Pork— Now Mess ................15.25 e 15.75

Pork— Mess

0
&

.

TOLEDO.

0
$
Oats ............................
.23 0
WHEAT-Cash .................... 72
Corn-No.2 ...................... 42

.7256
.43
.20

DETROIT.
Beep Cattlb ................... 8.50 dl
Hoos ............................8.50 0
Bh*BP ...........................3.50 0
Whkat-No. 1 White ............. 70 0
Corn -No. 2 ...................... 43 0
Oats— No. 2 White ............... 28 0

CINCINNATI.
W heat -No. 2 Rod ....... ....... 71
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 41
.

0
0
0

4.25
4.00
4.50

.704
.44
.29
.72

.434

....................... 27
.27)6
PoRK-Mess.....................14.75 $15.25
Live Hoos ......................5.00 0 5.73
Oats -No.

2

BUFFALO.
Wheat—

0

No. 1 Hard ..............80
.81
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 44 0 .45
Caitlh
......................&75 & 4.50
....

INDIANAPOLIS.

Beep Cattle ....................4.00 0 4.50
The Maryland prohibitionists,in con- Hoos. ...........
6.09 0 5.50
...........................3.00 0 4.09
vention at Glyndon, nominated the fol- Bhekp
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 68
.09
.42*6
lowing ticket: For Governor, Summer- Corn ........ ...................... 42
Oats-No. 2 Mixed ...... ........ .26
.27
field Baldwin of Baltimore;for Attorney
EAST LIBERTY.
General, James Pollard of Baltimore; for CATTLE-Prime ................. 4.00 0 8.50
Fair ....................8.50 pi 4.00
Comptroller, Thomas E. Wright of CamCommon ....... ....... 8.00 0 8.50
bridge. The platform adopted suggests Hoas .............................
5.00 0 5.75
that men who sell votes or corrupt voters Sheep ...........................8.75 0 4.23
. .

0
0
0

.

ating from the Ohio Wesleyan Uni*
versity in 1863 and subsequently entering upon the practice of law in
1867. Entering the political arena he
in course of time was the chosen Democratic nominee for Attorney General
of Ohio, but with the balance of the
entire Democratic ticket met his de-

feat. Mr.

PoweU

is

an

excellent rep-

resentative of the legal talent of Ohio,

having not only attained an enviable
reputation as a lawyer of ability, but
also establishedfor himself a large and
lucrative practice in the highest courts
of the State and nation.
n.f

— ~
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—
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BEMIKISCENCESOF PUBUC MEK.
bt ben: pebley poobb.

a wonderful
What Women Should Be.
POPULAR SCIENCE*
degree. It was designed and executed
If women's actual work in the home
by Launt Thompson, and cast by the is rendered unnecessary they have
“Silotwor" is a new explosive ten
Henry Bernard Bronze Company of other duties that should not, cannot be times the strength of gunpowder, exNew York. The statue will weigh disregarded. Within their households, ploding without smoke or noise. A
identity of the soldier to

Gov. Mar cy, when Secretary of State,
used to have some diplomatic contests about 9,000 pounds, and its cost, with
and over all within their sphere, they
with Loid Elgin, then Governor Gen- that of the pedestal, will be not much
may sway the sceptre of stainless woeral of Canada, an4 it was generally a short of $40,000. The work reflects
manhood and exercise a queenly power.
“drawn game.” Few men have ever great credit upon those who have had
They should be the conservatorsof
lived who were more persistently ambi- the management of it, and it will rank
purity, the ever-present conscience to
tious than Lord Elgin, who toiled in as an evidence of advancingAmerican
point to the right as unerringly as the
the service of the British Foreign Of- ark It is now to be hoped that the
needle to the pole. Their rights are
fice, onward and upward, until, as vice- people of Rhode Island will honor the
those which they hold by general conroy of the East, he died in the prime of civil associate of Gen. Burnside,Senasent through their affections,as guide,
life on a steep hillside in the interior tor Henry B. Anthony, with a statue.
philosopher,and friend, wise in counof India. Marcy’s career was also arOne of the rarest collectionsof auto- sel, noble in precept,pure in example.
rested by death when his many friends graphs in this country is in the Depart- They are gifted with many graces, powwere hoping to see him the Democratic ment of State, where the treaties and ers of intellect and will, great conPresident of the United States. Presi- other communications from the crowned stancy, self-sacrifice,
and wise, as well
ident Cleveland reminds us old stagers heads of Europe, since the Declaration as deep affection.They should be like
of Morey.
of Independence, are preserved. When Una in purity, courage, aud high re
Sir Lionel Sackville West derives his the British burned Washington,these serve.
title from his having been appointed a treasureswere packed in bags and carThe true knight of the age of chivalry
Knight of the Bath. Should he, how- ried out into the country. They now
rendered obedient service to his lady;
over, outlive his brother, he will be- have a place in the magnificentlibrary
the knight of the nineteethcentury has
come Lord Sackville. When Lord of the new Department of State. In substituted the fiction of gallantryfor
Beaconsfield created Mortimer Sack- addition to the handwriting of the Emthe fervor of true devotion,and even
ville, then a prominent conserative peror Napoleon, the ill-fated Marie that oftimes ceases when the maiden
member of the House of Commons, a Antoinette,crazy George IIL, Alexan- fondly wooed and not lightly won has
peer under the title of Lord Sackville, der of Russia, and several Oriental sovbecome his wife; ns though the cerho had a special act of remainder ereigns, are many American state pa- tainty of aflection made effort to hold it
passed by which his brother Lionel was pers. Prominent among these are the
needless. The relation in life which it
made heir to the title.
private papers of George Washington, supposed to confer the greatesthappiAfter the dethronement of Louis and a volume which relates entirely to ness is marriage, and there are few who
Philippe in ’48, the French Republic the capture,trial, and execution of Ma- resign all hope of enjoying it “Marsent here as its minister Major Pous- jor Andre. There is the letter which
riage is the seal which marks the vowed
sin, who had served* in our engineer that brave young man wrote to Gen.
transition of temporary into untiring
corps. He thought that Mr. Webster, Washington the night before, as he service, and fitful into eternal love.”
then Secretary of State, was backward says, “I am to swing upon a gibbet,”
Untiring service and eternal love! It is
in acknowledging the new Government, and there is also a letter from the traijoy’s crown of joy. The woman is the
and calling on him one day, asked tor, Benedict Arnold, who informs
crowned queen of her husband’s heart
whether the United States intended to Gen. Washingtonthat, having the in- and home; there, safely shelteredalike
recognize the new republic.
terest of his beloved country at heart, from the pain and sorrow of the outer
“Sir,” said Mr. Webster, gazing at he can no longer serve the American
world as well as its dangers and tempPoussin from his cavernous eyes, “the army. With these autographs are tations, she can order her life serenely
United States have in turn recognized many souvenirs of distinguishedindiand wisely; and is to her husband guide
the Bourbons, the Republic,the Con- viduals, including the war sword of aud refuge, ready with advice, encourstitutional Monarchy, and now
”
Gen. Jackson, which ho broke in a fit agement, and praise when he has
Enough! enough!” exclaimed Pous- of passion, and which was rudely bravely breasted the trials and temptasin, as if convinced that if half of these mended by the camp blacksmith.
tions of life; speaking wise words of reprecedents were followed the desired
J ohn P. Hale was a most incorrigble
proof when he has dallied with sin; alrecognitionwould take placed
wag, and he delighted in making Sena- ways helpful and hopeful.
‘And now,” Mr. Webster went on to tor Foote of Mississippi, who in an unTo bo all this she must be trained to
say, “I think we can consider the pro- guarded moment had threatened to
virtue for its own sake, and her educapriety of acknowledgingthe Govern- hang him as an abolitionist,a butt for
tion should have for its object tho gainment you so ably represent.”
** n ..11
1
his jokes. One day, after a visit to inn* C/Mirwl
ing of sound body, a well-disciplined
Gen. Edward F. Beale, known amc^g New York, Senator Foote came smil- mind, a rounded symmetrical characJUI
his friends as “Ned” Beale, has led a ingly in and took his seat at his desk, ter; so shall her crescent powers, if
most romantic life since his birth in rather astonishingthe other Senators, wisely tempered, fructify and become
1822. He is a grandson of that old na- as his previouslybald pate was covered full-orbed. Seek first perfect physical
val hero, Commodore Truxton, of the by a fine, curly, black wig. Up rose
development, and all other things shall
Constellation,through the Commo- Mr. Hole, and demanded a special be added unto that. Plenty of exerciso
dore’s beautiful daughter, Emily Trux- committee to examine the credentials
and open-air existence will give tho deton. He is a son of Paymaster Beale, “of the youthful upstart who had as- sired strength. An intense vitolity,the
United States Navy, and himself en- sumed Senator Foote's likeness and quickening power of a suggestiveimagtered the navy in 1842 from the Naval chair.” Senator Foote rose up, and
ination, the breezy influences of nature,
Academy. In the military operations bowing politely,convulsed the Senate the study of art, habits of active
in California he distinguished himself, by quickly removing the wig, and
thought and self-discipline,a thorough
and in 1847 Commodore Stockton de- hanging it on his umbrella, with the knowledge of a subject as far as the
tailed him as bearer of official dis- observation: “With thii motion on my
study has been pushed, a feeling that
patches to Washington announcing the part, which is quite in order, despite courage, truth, and a high sense of
conquest of California. This honor was my illustriouscolleague’s, the commit- honor are the pillars of character— all
conferred “in consequenceof heroic tee is not necessary.” There was a that tends to a 'more thorough physical,
conduct in volunteering to leave Gen. round of applause.
intellectual, and moral culture — will
Kearney’scamps, surroundedby the
bring tho soul to its highest developWrens
and Bluebirds Fighting.
enemy, to go to the garrison at San
The bluebirds early took possession, ment. In order to givo nobly ono must
Diego for assistance and relief for the
nobly have to give, UUU
and in
Ui tbi*.
WJl* riving
living
suffering soldiers. ” His brother officers and in June their first brood had flown.
one may be happily useful and usefully
The
wrens
had
been
hanging
around,
for this service voted him a sword of
liappy. Lova is the pteciousbeatwhich
honor and epaulettes,and petitioned evidently with an eye on tha place- leads to best growth, and nature’s
such little comedies may be witnessed
the Government for his promotion.
blessing goes with the noble essence.
Having resigned at the end of the any where— and now very naturally
Let our women, then, feel a noble
war, ho served as Superintendent of thought it was their turn. A day or
discontentwith tho petty puerilities of
two
a' ter the young bluebirds had
Indian Affairs in New Mexico and Calitheir lives and pray for some angel to
fornia, and upon retiring was presented flown I noticed some fine, dry grass
stir the stagnant waters of their rewith a service of plate by those under clingingto the entrance of the cavity, solves, changing them into streams of
him for his effortsin the cause of “In- a circumstance which I understooda healing and health. Let them partake
dian civilization consistent with the few moments later, when the wren of the sacramental elements, high and
spirit of philanthropyand crowned with rushed by me into the c >ver of a small
holy thoughts, and willingly assume
success. ” He was made Brigadier Gen- Norway spruce, hotly pursued by the
the
"fetterless fetter” of loving service,
eral to bring the war in California to a male bluebird. It was a brown streak
whether
in the temple of home, society,
close, which he did. He ran the thirty- and a blue streak pretty elesa together.
or tho world, acting, lever-like, to raise
Tho
wrens
bad
gone
to
housecleaning.
fifth parallel from the Mississippi
and elevate ; help to train tho children
River to the Pacific Ocean for a na- and the bluebird bad returned to find in the Sunday-schools,raise tho fallen,
tional highway, and reported, at the re- his bed and bedding being pitched out
cheer tke desolate, downtrodden,and
quest of the President and Secretary of doors, and had thereupon given the oppressed, ministerto the sick among
of War, upon the feasibility of using wren to understand in the most emthem or in hospitals; and “verily they
camels for transcontinentaltransporta- phatic manner that he had no intentions
of vacating the premises so early in the have their rtwaid.”— Cincinnati Ention. President Grant appointed him
quirer.
Minister to Austria during the last year season. Day after day, for more than
two weeks, the male bluebird had to The Modern Spirit of Mupoleou’sLegislaof his administration.
tion.
In appearance Gen. Beale is of short, clear his premises of these intruders.
All that a highly educated man of
sinewy stature,very dark complexion, It occupied much of his time and not a
with a closely-cut mustache and hair al- little of mine, as I sat with a book in a wonderful sagacity, thorough informamost white and also kept short. He summer-housenear by, laughing at his tion, resolute purpose, and untiring inhas a nervous energy in his actions and pretty fury and spiteful onset. On two dustry could do for the people of
movements which indicate the high occasions the wren rushed under tho France and its dependencies was done
pirit and gallantry which he has shown chair in which I sat, and a streak of by Napoleon Bonaparte. The France
blue lightning almost Hashed in my of to-day bears everywhere tho marks
in all the walks of life, whether in the
front of the assaultingcolumn moving face. One day, just as I had passed of his marvelous capacity for reconon the works of the enemy, in the the tree in which the (avity was place 1, struction and organization. In spite of
peaceful pursuits of Indian administra- I heard the wren scream desperately; the excessesof the Revolution,of the
turning,I saw the little vagabond fall disturbances consequent on such a tretion. os pathfinderacross the continent,
into the grass with the wrathful blue- mendous upheaval of society, of tho
os diplomato at the court of the House
bird fairly upon him. The latter bad continualwars, France speedilyrecovof Hapsburg-Horraineor in the management of his vast landed possessions. returned just in time to catch him, and ered under the First Consul; aud what
Gen. Beale is one of the largest whs evidently bent on punishing him she became under tho Empire, in point
landed proprietors in the United States, well. But in the squabble in the grass of administrativeefficiency and liberal
His cattle ranch, Tejou, embraces 250,- the wren esenpad and took refuge in and judicious use of the powers of gov000 acres, eighty miles north of Los tho friendly evergreen. The bluebird ernment, that she is to-day.
In all Napoleon’s legislation we find
Angeles, Cal., upon which there are pursed for a moment with outstretched
40,000 head of cattle and fine herds of wings looking for the fugitive, then the same wise, enlightened, humane
horses. He has a farm of several hun- flew away. A score of times during the spirit— I was about to say modern spirit,
dred acres eight miles from Washing- mouth of June did I see the wren tax- and the word modern does define what
ing every energy to get away from the I mean with a good degree of exactness.
ton, where he has a stud of blooded
stock. Among these is the celebrated bluebird. He would dart into the stone- I mean that the spirit of the nineteenth
wall, under the flror of the summer- century— its tolerant, hopeful, proroyal Arabian horse Leopard, one of
house,
into the weetls— anywhere to gressive spirit, to which tho hatreds
the two superb animals selected by
Gen. Grant frotp the imperial stables hide his diminished head. The blue- and bitternessbegotten of ariatoratic
at Constantinople,at the request of the bird with his bright coat looked like a and religious prejudice are unknownSultan of Turkey, and presented to him policeman in uniform in pursuit of some runs through all the legislative and
by his sublime majesty. Gen. Beale wicked, rusty little street gamin. Gen- practical work of Napoleon in Europe.
erally the favorite house of refuge of Such a man, for instance,as our own
also possessesa large estate in Chester.
He is very fond of horses, and ip one of the wren was a little spruce, into which Dr. Franklin, if be had lived in France
their pursuer made no attempt to fol- in Napoleon’sday, would have found
the best judges of the points of that nolow them. The female would sit con- him a man after bis own heart, in some
ble animal in the Unted States.
The equestrianstatue of Gen. Burn- cealed amid the branches,chatteringin respects certainly—a man who’, while
a scolding, Iretful way, while the male, never in tho least sentimeu.^., was alside, purchased by f le State of Rhode
with his eye upon his tormentor, would ways willing, eager even, to listen to
Island and by the contributionsof her
perch on the topmost shoot and sing. the projects for practical reforms of
citizens, is said by those who have seen
Why hn_$ang at such times— whether various kinds with which the doctor’s
it to be one of the nicest works of art
in triumplrand derision, or to keep his ingenious mind was always teeming.
in this country. It is almost colossal
courage up aud reassure his mate — I But it is probably due in great measure
in size, and represents “Old Burnie”
could not make out When his song to this absence of sentiment in Napoas Commander-in chief of the Army of
was suddenly cut short, and I glanced leon’s composition,of which we have
the Potomac, seated on a strong and
to see him dart down into the spruce, been speaking, that he does not, with
graceful horse, about sixteen haqds high,
my eye usually caught a twinkle of blue many people, receive due credit for his
with all its feet planted on the ground.
wings hovering near. The/ wrens laborious performance of public duty.
The rider is slightly turned in the sadfinally gave up the fight, and their — “Some Illustrations
Napodle, earnestly looking, with reins in the
enemies reared their second brood in leon and His Times, n by John C.
left hand and field-glass in the right,
peace.— Ccwsei/’s Magazine.
Ropes, in Scribner’s Magazine.
as if watchingthe movemente of troops
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MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
—Jackson streets are to have Ediaon
light

—Another rich coal mine has been
the opened at Jackson.
velocity of the solar system in space
— The work of tubing the gas well at
only about 10,000,000 miles a year. By
Jackson has begun,
Russian invented it.

A recent computation makes

a different method another
has determinedthe rate to
525,000,000 miles in a year.

computer
be about

—The

Houghton Catholic chnrch

will

be

lighted by electricity.

To aid in an analysis of noise, Prof.
Crum Brown of the Royal Society of

—Oceana County is
cent crops of

all

rejoicing in magnifi-

kinds.

Edinburg, hopes to be able to make a
—Adrian has ordered a $13,000 tax to
machine to give very loud imitations of
support
its public schools.
vocal sounds. He expects tho apparatus to hiss with thousand-man power.
—Influential citizens of Hancock de^*
A large piece of meteoric iron has mand that the saloons of the oily observe
been found in a bed of tertiary lignite, the law.
Upper Austria. This is the first find
—Mr. Proper, of Mason County, weigh*
of that sort in distinct geological periods, a proof that meteoric stones fell 344, which, considering who it is, seems
also in former periods of
existence.

the

earth’s

quite right

—The First CongregationalSociety of
inclination of one inch iu fifteen Jackson is about to build a new chapel on
miles is sufficient to give motion to Waterloostreet
water. An inclination of three inches
—Rev. J. H. Cooper was ordained into
per mile in a straight, smooth channel
ministry at Addison,
will give a velocity of three miles per the Congregational
An

hour, while three feet

produce

a

per mile would Lenawee County.

torrent

—The annual encampment of the Southleap of the giant water lily (Vic- western Association G. A. R. will bo held
toria regia) has been known to measure
at Adrian, Ana. 30.
twenty-fourfeet 9f inches in circum— There are people in Jackson who exference, its weight being nearly fourteen pounds. One of the flowers was pect to see it become one of tho great saltfour feet two inches in circumference, producingcities of the State.
with petals nine inches in length, and
—The CongregationalSociety of St
weighed 3J pounds.
Louis have engaged Rev. Woodmanseo, of
It has hitherto been supposed that
Hudson, to be their pastor for time to oome.
the highest mountain in the world was
Mount Everest, one of the Himalayan —Some one made a ''sneak’'on the cash
range, 29,000 feet high, but this honor drawer in Johnson & Millard’s drug store
is now claimed for Mount Hercules in at Adrian and robbed tho till of some $50
New Guinea, which soars to the tre- or more.
mendous altitude of 32,780 feet, or five
--At South Haven there is a orab-applo
times that of Mount Washington in
New Hampshire.
tree which is covered with little spurs like
A.

The ago of the earth has been vari- porcupinequills, and an apple grows at the
ously estimated by geologists,astrono- end of each.
mers, and other scientificmen, the divergence of views on this matter being,
in fact, very great. Kir William Thomson, investigating tho theory of the
earth’s having cooled from a fluid to a
solid mass, arrived at the conclusionthat
the period of such cooling should be
placed at not less than two hundred
nor more than fonr hundred millions of
years, with the probabilitythat a hundred millioh years is tho limit of geological history, and that pior to that
time the earth’s surface was in a condition unfit for tho maintenance of animal
or vegetablelife. According to Buckland and others, it is certainly millions
of years since the world was created,
the only questionbeing as to how many
millions. The six thousand years of
human history form, according to Hugh
Miller, but a portion of the geological
day which is passing over us ; they do
not extend into the yesterday of our
globe, far less touch the
ages spread out beyond.

A Hard
That doctors

common

proverb

of

and

County, will probably be from 60,000 to
75,000 baskets.

— From present indicationsthe streete of
Jackson will be lighted under the Edison
system by tho Markel EngineeringCompany, of Detroit.

— The steamer Winnie Wing attempted
to tow twenty-five spars in a raft from
Ludington to Chicago and

lost eighteen of

them, valued at $150 each.

—Adrian has quit agitatingtho notion
of putting the postofficeinto the lower
story of the City Hall, and has commenced
to fight over locating the Public Library
there.

—Frank

Van Dyne,

S.

of Jackson,

while

traveling with n peddling outfit between

Danville and Williamston, reports that he
was attacked by highwaymen and robbed
of $75.

Case.

differ,
;

myriads

— The Independent says that the peach
vicinity of Shelby, Oceana

crop in the

has become

a
truly, consider-

ing the peculiar disadvantages under
which they labor, their variances are
less wonders than matters of course. If
any man works in the dark, like a mole,
it is tho physician. He has continually,
as it were, to divine tho color of a pig
in a poke- or a cat in a bag. He is
called in to a suspected Imnk without
tho policeman’sprivilege of a search.
He is expected to pass judgment on a
physical tragedy going on in the house
of life, without the critic’s free ad-

— On Tuesday evening a meeting wag
held in Jackson in the interest of the Cin-

and Mackinac Railroad,
aud as far ns words and wind could go
the prospects met with big support.
cinnati,Jackson

—Detective Snyder, of Jackson, arrived
In that city, having in his custody

May, who

stole a

AlhUrE^

watch and chain from

Mrs. Ida Lawson, of Jackson, last May,
and who was captured in southwestern
Iowa. The chain but not the waioh was
recovered.

mission to tho performance. He is
—A little child about 18 months old, betasked to set to rights a disordered longing to Zephirra Etbier, who lives in
economy, without, as the Scotch say, Uncle Dan Ryan's property on Third
going “ben,n and must guess at riddles
street, was playing with another little

hard as Sampson's as to an animal with
a honey-combed inside. In fact, every
malady is an enigma, and when tho
doctor gives you over, he “gives it up.”
A few weeks ago one of these puzzles, and a very intricate one, was proposed to the faculty at a metropolitan
hospital. Tho disorderwas desperate;
the patient writhed and groaned in
agony— but his lights ns usual threw
none on the subject. In the meantime
the case made a noise, and medical men
of all degrees and descriptions, magnetizes, homceopathists, iiydropathists,
mad doctors, sane doctors, quack doctors, and even horse doctors, flocked to
the ward, inspectedthe symptoms, aud
then debated and disputed on tbe nuMire of the disease.It was in the brain,
die heart, the liver, the nerves, the
muscles,the skin, tho blood, the kidneys, the “globes of tbe lungs,” “the
momentum,” “tho pancreas,” the
“capilaire vessels,” and the “gutty
sereny.” Then for its nature: it was
chronic, and acute, and intermitting,
and non-cantagi( us, and “ketching,”
“inflammable,” and hereditary,” and
“eclectic,” and

Lord knows what

be-

side?. However, the discussion ended
in a complete wrangle, and every doctor being mounted on his own theory,
never was there such a scene since the
Grand Combat of Hobby Horses, at
the end of Mr. Bayes’ Rehearsal!
“It’s in his stomach!” finally shouted
the House-Surgeon,—after the depart%.
, . .
ing disputants,—“it’s in his stomach!”
Tbe poor patient, who in the inteival
had been listening 1 etween his groans,
no sooner heard th s decisun, than his
head seemed twitched by a spasm that
also produced a violent wink of the left
eye. At the same time ho beckoned to
the surgeon.
“You’re all right, doctor— as right as
u trivet"
"I know I am,” sayl the surgeon,—
‘'it’s in your stomach.”
“It is in my stomach, sure enough.”
“Yes— flying gout”—

•

.

...

.

child, nod in

the absence of Mrs. Ethier,

who was iu another part of the house, fell
headforemost into a washtub which was
standing on the floor, and in which there
was some five or six inches of water, and
before being discovered was drowned.

—The

officialpremium list of the thirty-

ninth annual. State fair, to be held in Jackson, Sept. 19-23, shows premiums offered
on seventy classes.The rules require that
of these the entries in live stock, poultry,

and farm implements shat) be in the hands
of the Secretary, J. C. Sterling, of Monroe, on or

before Sept.

1, entries

of ma-

chinery by Sept. 15, and applications for

space by Sept. 17. The Secretory will be
in Jackson after Sept. 8.

—For

the farmers the present season hag

been one of the best ever known

on Lake

Superior. The snow melted and warm
weather began rather later than usual, but
during the last two months warm rains

have been very frequent and vegetation
has advanced with remarkable rapidity.
Tbe hay crop

is

particularlygood, and the

gardens and the potato lots present a fine
appearance. This is in marked contrastto
the season of last year, when the weather

was

for

months so

dry and hot that the

crops amounted to scarcely an] thing.

—The

followingtable gives tbe plaoe

and time of holding the

principalagri-

cultural fairs in this State; also tbe coming fall county exhibitions:
Allegan ........... Allegan ........... Oct 4-7
Branch ............ Cold water ........Kept. ‘20-30
Berrien
........ Niles .............. Sept 27 ;w
Calhoun .......... Marshall .......... Oct. 4-7
Earn aught. ....... Romeo
...... Oet 4-7
Eaton ............. Charlotte ...... Oct 4-7
Oratiot ............ Ithaca ............ Bent 27-30
Hilladale .......... Hillsdale .......... OcV4-7
Ingham ........ - Maaom ./.y.
..Oct.
kaj,—
-*»-«
amazoo
........ Kalamazoo. . ..... Oct 4-7
Lapeer. ........... Lapeer. .......'..\’>optW-30
If**"* ........... Adrian
Sept. *7-»
Macomb ............ Mount Clemena... Sept. V8-30
“•nlrtee... ....... Onekama ..........Bopt ao-2J
Ml<UandrT-rTTi....,.l(
inland .......... Bept. 144ft
...

......

...

—

-----.

-1M4

Monroe
....Sept*7-»
“Flying what!" exclaimed the pa- New Monroe .......
..... Pontiac ............Sept. *7-80
tient “No, no sich luck, doctor^” and gcefn»-- ..... ...-.Hart...............Bopt 27 M
he made a sign for the surgeon to pnt bt Joseph ......... Contrevlllo........Bopt. 2.-S0
........ ....Vaaaar ............ Bopt
in motion. The face is remarkably Character is or<e of the greatest
his
ear near his lips, “it's six hogs and
No man should so aet as to take adstriking and life-like,preserving the motive powers in the world.
a bull, as I’ve s waller ’d.”— Tom Hood, {*Um ........... Eaton Rapids ..... Oc\ 3.7
vantage of another’s folly.— Cicero.
..

Waabentaw........ Ann

Arber ........ Oat. *-7

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

with the Life Saving Crew

went to

ROGERS, Editor.

On Friday

SPRING aid SUMMER

August Qth, one of the

last,

1887.

13,

Resorts from

White Pigeon, Schoolcraft,

and Otsego. Much of the pleasuresan-

XAOATAWA MSKT!0H.

wife, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., are spending the month
August

at

Macatawa.

number

of several

hundred, visited

the resorU on Thursday.

Macatawa Park.
them

Miss Rose Johnson and Miss L.

Emma

mained on

went

the boat and

of the others

Macatawa. A

to

to

Mr. George Berkhoff, consul for

the

railroad official

Macatawa Park. He

that they would

who were

past week,

A complimentary hop was given at Bay
View on Thursday night in honor of a
guest who spent the greater part of the

there. It was a very sociable

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strength and wbolesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in

a railroad officials

50-48

w.

ineen

had been

af

forded them.

--

Ribbons, Gauzes, Silks,

AND VELVETS

AY YOU

and

all in the

new shades and colors.

To examine our stock and compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

tern.

F. 1.

Call and See Our Goods.

SONS.

1887.

5,

Van Duron Bros.

This large and beautiful side-wheel steamer plying between Holland City and
the Macatawa and Ottawa Beach

WERKMAN.

MISSES
Holland, Blicli.. June

DEALERS IN

JOHNSON, Master.

_

Miss Dora E. Kennedy,
Principal of High School.. 500
Miss Ray Bendit, assistant.

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland,Mich., May

of the Lakes,”

ppMN

satisfied with the sport that

IP

IN

Stamping-Done to Order.

musical organizations of the kind in the bond of James Huntley,contract of high
Resorts will run until further
school building.--Accepted and filed.
State, furnished the music at the silver
notice on the followingtlme:
wedding giyen at the Park Hotel last ^Committee on teacheTs made"Tu__
mentary report as to teachers, assignment
night.
Leave R. R. Dock, Holland, at 8 a. m.,
of rooms and salaries,leaving the entire
:20 a. m., 2 p. m., and 6:25 p. m.
Many of the visitors at the Resorts took arrangementsas follows :
Leave Resorts at 8:45 a. m., 12:40 p. m.
in the races at Holland, on Thursday and Mr. Geo. P. Hummer, Superintendent ............................$1 ioo 4^55 p. w., and 7:50 p. m.
Friday, and returned thoroughly well
1—

kept fresh by
frequent invoices.

STEAMER

S.

The Secretary reported contract and

No.

-

and complete and

G.

New York.

Holland, Mich., July 18, 1887.
Board met pursuant to adjournment.
Quorum present.
In the absence of the President Mr.

the best

Special Bargains

them. Those

Beach was appointedPresident pro

affair.

The Otsego band, one of

Absolutely Pure.

Board of Education.

of partaking in the exhileratingpastime-

sod Children,
and alio

for Ladles, Misses,

It will positively

[omcuL.j

and every one has improved the opportun-

summer

POWDER

treated

•

consequenceof

sufier in

is full

not so well acquainted had to

jealousy.

and Desirable Goods.

will

him for relimade an ex-

be well

the band that accompanied

is ac-

companied by his son.
Surf bathing has been exceptionally

Macatawa during the

know

New

Hats, Sonnets, etc.

Sons,

-GROCERIES-

ferry for

who

latest styles of

Our Stock of

and went to the Park Hotel, as did also

Netherlands at Chicago,is stoppingfor a

ity

and many

ample of. The Otsego people happened

Macatawa.

have the

Macatawa*

the

that they come to

We

&

Van Putten

G.

in-

who landed at Ottawa

able informationought to be

ladies on board, spent last Saturday and

are being sold at astonishingly
low prices.

has been received at

openly misrepresentfacts to people when

The sloop yacht “Sadie,” of Chicago,
he knows
with a party of young gentlemen and

at

Table Linens,

nothing to

on the Queen at
number who had been at Mac-

the time a

ceived, immediately took

ber of people.

good

White Goods, Sateens and

eat there. There were

Many

Crew on Thursday morning with the
num-

short time at

Which

he even went so far as

Beach and found how they had been de-

surf boat was witnessed by a large

at

II

fluence about half of the excursionists re-

coming week at the Park Hotel.
The exhibition given by the Life Sav-

Sunday

Millinery Goods.

on

In order to prevail upon

to stop there

atawa Park before and through their

Cooper, of Grand Rapids, will spend the

ing

insisted

landing them at Ottawa Beach, even after

to tell thpm that they could get

The Knight Templars of Grand Rapids,
to the

who

line of attractive

full line of

they had declared their Intention to go to

Rev. Daniel Van Pelt and
of

spoiled by Captain Gavett

A

Have received a new

was

ticipated by some of them, however,

Personal Notes and Other Occurrences at the Resorts.

1SSES WERKMAN

1887.

largestexcursions of the season visitedthe

Saturday, August

THE

their

assistance and brought them in safely.

BOOTS,
SHOES,

1887.

20,

SECURITY
CORSET.

ETC., ETC.,

Ho
“Breaking

Always have a

«.

large assort-

Conformsto
the Agere of
the wearer In
the most trying positions.

ment of Goods on hand.

We make a

*

Genuine
Whalebone

Specialty

4—

of Custom

5—

In’*

process, with
accompanying
discomfort

Sunday School Picnic Parties

Mrs. F. W. Eastman, Misses Clara and No. 2—-Mrs. 8. J. Higgins.. .....
and large excursions will be
Maggie O'Hara, Misses May L. and Jennie No. 8— Miss Lillian Remer .......
No.
Miss Reka Verbeek .......
i^given reduced rates,
Godfrey comprise a very congenialparty
No.
Miss Maggie Pfanstlehl. ...
of young folks now sojourning at the No.
Macatawa Park Hotel.
No. 7— Miss Sarah Jennings ...... 250
Surveyors have been at work this week No. 8— Miss Gertie Higgins ...... 225
No. 9— Miss Anna Pfanstiehl..... 275 On Lake Michigan at 3 o’clock p. m.,
platting out new additionsto Macatawa
weather permitting.
No. 10— Miss Frances M. Westveer 275
Park. Some very choice lots have been No. 11— Miss Anna Van ZwaluwenFreight Rates made known on application.
added, and there are applicants for them
burg ......................250
F. L. JOHNSON, Master.
No. 12— Miss Aldle Cunningham... 850
almost as fast as they are platted.
?6-2mos.
Ward School Miss Addle Clark. ... 350
Mrs. D. E. Reeme and daughter, of
Committee on school books and furni^
Kalamazoo, arrived at the Park Hotel on ture were directed to purchase the necesF. «.
CO.'S
Wednesday. This is their fourth season sary seats for central and high school
TRADE
MARK.
building.
at Macatawa and they still consider it the
Mr. H. Te Roller was allowed |50 on
most attractiveresort in the west.
account, for plans and apocificatlons for
There is little of any demand for the new building.

20-tf.

nsed by our

Work.

nsw

DAILY EXCURSIONS

HARDY &
J ^

PRISMOIDAL

“bum

When people Purchase of ^ lot of Mr. Nagelkerk for
cannot procure $300, without building,was confirmed
liquor or beer by the glass they either go and payment ordered.
Mr. C. De Jongh was appointed janitor
without it or order it shipped by the
for ward school at a salary of $475.

come

boats” these days.

PRINCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

Adjourned.
G.

Van Schblven,Stc'y.

sense of weariness. FOR

on Wednesday night
and a very clever time they had too. The
“Kalamazoo Military, " the “Michigan
Saratoga,” and the “Macatawa Lanciert",

Bucilen’a Arnica Salve.
C.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
25-6mo».
were the principal dances called.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveTo-day, Saturday,the commercial men ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
of Western Michigan will picnic at Macamoney refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
tawa Park, and a jolly good time ia antici- For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
pated. In the evening there will be a A. De Kruif, Zeeland,Mich.
to be

one

Park Hotel, which promises

of the social events

Two young gentlemen who

Macatawa Park. Tents
are as numerous as ever and there is a
constant demand for all cottagesas soon
as vacated.

From

the present outlook,

with the weather favorable, the rush
last well into

will

September.

wind-storms that have prevailed

for two evenings this week made it extremely Interesting for some of the
campers at the Park. Those who were
not fortunate enough to have their tents

w

to

know

Just exactly

do. When they come again they
know belter what to do in advance.
to

young gentlemen rustiMacatawa Park, composed of
N. B. Scribner, John G. Steketee, Geo.
E. Steketee, P, H. Benjamin, N. C. Van
Tassel, C. A. Skelcher, H. R. bears,
Henry Adsit, Robt. Willey, Lou McConnell, and G. Whitfield, visited Grand
Haven on Tuesday of this week in the
yacht Eagle. They remained over nightj
A jolly party of

cating at

at the Cutler

close comectloisti Unloi Depots
at all Points.

House and started for

home

several miles north of the harbor, but
weathering the sea for some hours

they came to anchor about midnight off
the light-house being unable to run inside
on account of the

sea. Captain Morton

BETWEEN
SntoD Bubor, Si Joujb, ul Cbiugo,
The elegant new Steamers

Puritan and Lora

on said part of said streetand on the street intersections according to frontage, each loot front to
be assessed alike.
That said improvement was determinednpon by
the Common Council at their meeting of August
9th. 1687.
That on Tuesday the 80th day of Augnst, 1887,
at 7:30 o’clock p. m. the Common Councilwill
meet at their rooms to consider any objections to
said diagrams, plans, and estimate* that may bo

made.
By order of the Common Connell,
Gbo. H. Sipp, City Clerk

Examination

of

Teachers.

School Examiner^ for the County
meet as follows for the examina-

of

At Holland City, August 17,
At Grand Haven, August 24,
At CoopersvlUe, Sept. 1ft.
Each examinationis to commence at 9 o'clock
a. m. sharp and to be held at the school room at
each place, or some other suitableroom.
Only third grade certificates will
these examinations,
By Order

of

be granted at

Board of School Examiners.
A. W. TAYLOB, Sec’y.

7-flt.

can be found in the

building, opposite

Bosman

Van Duren

Clocks and Jewelry,

Price

make room

m.

new

take

MORTON,

J. B.

Sec’y and

J. H.

of

GRAHAM,

Treas.

when

of

my new

Eighth and Market

streets.

Prest.

SMOKE

CALL EARLY

cc

and get.

HAVANA FILLED

Good Bargains
0. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich., April 28. 1887.

Price 5 Cents.

WYKHUYSEN,

WATCHES,

clerk.

DAYS

will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:30 Bros, shoe store, and will sell
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 8
and 10 p. m., except Saturdaysat 10 p. m. all goods at a
and Sundays at 8 p. m. Sunday’s boats
at 6 a. m. and 7 and 10 p.
Returning
will leave Chicago, foot of Wabash Ave.,
in
daily at 0 a. m. 11:30 p. m., except Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday's boats leave
at 7 and 11 :30 p. m. Sunday’s boats leave in order to
for a
at 10 a. m. and 11:30 p.
The new
steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the complete
stock
I
fast train from the north every afternoon.
Passengerstaking the afternoon steamer
possession
will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. m. and save
money over the all rail route. No charge store to be built on the corner
for transferring baggage. Try this new

its

That all the expense of graveling said part of
said Cedar street bo defrayed by a special assessment upon the lots and lands lying and abutting

The Board

60
I

C. A.

of Ottawa will
^ytyn of those desiring s teacher’scertificate:

on Wednesday about noon. The windstorm of the same evening overtookthem

The territorytraversedjs famous for

H.

!

For the next

ballt cqpreisly for this line, on all express trains.

Unexcelled Hunting and

city

REMOVAL

GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPOR
TATION COMPANY.

line.

Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb
Wagner Sleeping Cars,

Notice la hereby given that the Common Connell
Fishing*
of the city of Holland have earned to be made and
deposited with the city clerk for public examinaTickets for sale at all points via this route.
tion, plane, diagrams,and estimates for the pro)oeed graveling ol that part of Cedar street, lying For Maps, Folders, Rates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
>etween the center of Seventh street and the
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt, Marquette, Mich
center of Sixteenth street in the city of Holland,
which said part of said street has been designated
by the Common Council as -‘South Cedar Street
Special Street AssessmentDistrict”
That a strip SO feet wide through the center of
that part of Cedar street, lying between the center
of Seventh street and the center of Sixteenth
Successor to
street in the city of Holland, designatedby the
Common Connell of said city as Sooth Cedar
street specialstreel'assessmentdistrict,be graveled
to an average thickness of 8 inches, so spread that
the same will be 10 inches thick in the center and
•lx inched thick on the sides, with gravel of as
Dealer Id

with the prayers of the petition of 0. J. Van
the faint moonlight holding to the four Duren and others, and in conformitywith the
estimate of the expense thereof as reported by the
corners for the period of an hour or so. city surveyor and now on file in ttle office of the

They anticipated just such experiences,

18-tf.

Great Sacrifice

RAILWAY.

9th, 1887.

securely guyed could be distinguishedin

however, and seem

MICH.

T

Mbs

District,City of Holland, Mich.

than decrease at

1887.

13.

m.

last

close the crowd seems to increase rather

after

-

Only Direct Houte to Marquetteand the Iron and
sea- Vigor has no equal. It restores faded and
Copper Kogions of the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan.
gray hair to its original color, stimulates
the
growth
of
the
hair,
and
gives
it
a
visited
eicb
Jailf MkiM
beautiful,glossy, and silken appearance. Two Tbroili

Although the season is approaching a

will

JEWELER,

“TEE SOO-MAOKINAW 3H0BT LINE.”

CiTT Cusrk’b OfFiea, August

what

STEVENSON,

For removing dandruff,Ayer’s Hair

postponed.

The

A.

HOLLAND,

week in the yacht Little
Teazer captivated the hearts of a number
$eur
of the young ladies. They originally
started out for Petoskey, but the atProposed Improvement of South Cedar
traction here was so strong for them that
Street Special Street Assessment
their northern trip was indefinitely
Macatawa

Hollan.dMich., April

SALE BY

of the

eon.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors east of Post-office.

requireswithout causing any strain or

in an Informal hop

at the

Neatly and promptly executed.

NEW

These glasses are ground on a

CO.

WEEDSPOKT, N. Y.
FOR SALE BY

fouVi'tKttn and Ecuy Vitlon Rtttortd.

quantity.

dance

'REPAIRING-

SPECTACLES

to realizethat they

The guests of the Park Hotel indulged

MANUrACTVBZD BT

WEEDSP0RT SKIRT & DRESS

THE NEW

Steamer Maeatava
Has been fitted out in a first-class manner and is now running
between this city and the Macatawa Resorts.

Rogers’ Knives, Forks

and

Spoons.

A

»

large assortment of ‘Gold,

«-

First-class Accommodations for All.

Silver and Steel Spectacles,

Eye Glasses, Etc.
The boat will leave the dock at Holland for the Macatawa
Resorts at 9 a. m., and 1:15 and 6 p. m.; returning
Repairing of every deswill leave at 11 a. m., and 4 and 7 p. in.
cription done promptly
and carefully.
Store next door to
0. A.

News

Special trips

Office.

STEVENSON.

Holland,Mich., Aug. 4, 1887. 27-lyr,

P.

made

as desired.

DE FEYTER, Master. W.

A.

WILLIAMS, Clerk.

Chicago Letter.

and the center of Sixteenthstreet, in the
Holland,which said part of said
August 8, 1887.
street has been designated by the Common
As doubtless all your readers know, the Council as “South Cedar Street Special
Street Assessment District,”to an average
latest way of escape from Chicago is by

4.

Ottawa Station,

city of

Luther Brown, aged S8. Is very

sick.

Clothing.
•

Buj^
oW.
fires.
jLl DKlnc,ty’

iioS* u. v«m..

A light shower Tnesdsy night checked the
A harvest dance at Jones’ Hall, Olive Center

VerohABt Tailori.

mm:

J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.

etreet.

Xarblt Worki.
thickness of eight inches, so spread that it Aug.
T'VT
will be ten Inches thick in the centerlind
Great consternation prevalliat West Olive and
dMl9r 1® Granite and
tried by the late “Boodler” McGarlgle, six inches thick on the sides, with gravel
“onaoents, Headstones,Tablsts.
Johnsville with Just a perceptibleahlver at Ottawa
Building Work done. Eighth street.
It was & novel way, truly, and more by of as good a quality as has been put on Station.
Renovatingand repairing
that part of Cedar street, lying between
accident, I think, than their great de<
Meat Marketi.
Samuel Purchue and family had a lively time sJreetC°th 08 * ,p*C I ty cheap and I00*- River
the centers of Seventh and Twelfth streets,
lectlve skill did the authorities discover in accordancewith the prayers of the po- with the fire fiend on Tuesday lu order to save
**» Meau, and
OommiBiioa Merchant.
it. In these days of rapid transit,one tion of G. J. Van Duren and six others, their farm buildings.
choice steaks always on hand. River street.
filed
July
0th,
1887,
and
in
conformity
wonld scarcely think of taking such a
The family of Carloi NIverson bad a severe
and
with the expensesthereof as reported by fight with forest fires in order to save their farm
[best
slow and roundabout way of escaping
the City Surveyor, now on file in the office building on Thursday last.
Erick
from justice; and yet the King Boodler of the city clerk. That all the expense of
VAWa2iUSBJ? if 7AN D£R V£ER. First
A fire broke out Tuesday In the]wcstern portion
look the many chances of accident or de- gravelingsaid part of said Cedar street
of Brevers’ marsh, in the town of Robinson, and
Prnge
and
Medlclnei,
m*,U
lay of this route, and, thanks to blunder- be defrayed by special assessment upon
considerable hay baa been
the lots and lands lying and abuttingon
Millinery.
ing on the part of somebody, is now in
9TUlil!*
f
[ -said part of said street accordingto frontA largo wind gun was discharged one day last
Canada. There is reports that the age, each foot frontageto be assessed week at Johnsville,pointed In this direction, bnt
“Canucks’* are after him for some offense alike, excepting that the intersections of the partieshave since ascertained that an enemy
committed while he was chief of police, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fif- was never killedIn that way at ao great a distance.
teenth and Sixteenth streets which shall
The dry weather has Injured crop* In the vicinity
and it would seem to a blind man as though
Photographers.
be assessedto the city of Holland and to such an extent that many of the farmeraHying
he had jumped from the frying pan into paid out of the general fund thereof.—
hero will be compelled to go to Egypt, or some
the fire. The public is already aware of Adopted all voting yea.
other prodnetive place,to buy their corn and poOn motion of Aid. Kuite tbe clerk was tatoes next
the many reports of the doings of the offi-yn
instructed to give notice of the improveTT- ELLER, H„ all kinds of work In the photocers who were in his pursuit, but many
On Friday afternoon tbe building known as the
ment and of tbe district to be assessed by
™»r),8rrfMCi no e*ecated care and dlsHlnktyy boarding house, at Robinson,took fire in
are not aware of the falsity of many things
publishing the same two weeks in the
YAsf(2:k&al^flv?£;.hr.D^,,U*.nd book,el'ers.
written about them. One I have in mind Holland City News, and that the Com- the garret and burned to the ground. There was and River street^* * C°am*' COr E,ihth
a scarcityof water and the fire was difficult to get
was the report that the captain of the mon Council would be at their rooms
at and was soon beyond control.
Dry Go oli and Groceriw.
Marsh entertainedthe officers and re- Tuesday, the 30tn day of August, 1887, at
The team of Baldwin Headley took fright and
8 p. m., to hear any objectionsthat may
porters in his cabin with innumerable be made thereto.
ran away with a mowing machine while cutting
Phyeiciani.
bottles of brandy, while the Blake was
bay on the marsh, on Monday. The teamf was
BQ old lumber vessel,as was successfully

V0?™”

FrMh

^

burned.

^

Kn™
ronruitors.

1

CEZ‘irlT°
^

winter. 's.«

started by the sudden appearanceof a white

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

Blayton, of the detectiveforce,
in

the party alluded

who was

there was no truth whatever in the state-

ment, and that if there was any liquor

consumed, he has yet to get his share.
Of course the fact that all the lumber

mud

hookers and

scows carry

a full sup-

ply of drinkables might lead some to be-

The

lieve what the Marsh’s captain said.

two chief conspirators, Dr.

8t.

John and

Mr. Dell, have been put under arrest.
St.

John has been admittedto bail in the

sum

of $10,000. Dell is confined to his

bed with sickness, but

under the

is

con-

stant watch of a deputy sheriff and a police

There seems to be no doubt of
their guilt. Ed. McDonald has been refused a new trial, and it is possible may
officer.

leave us quite soon for a sojourn in Joliet,

where he surely will be joined by the
“gang” ere many weeks. The “gang"
have been trying to prove good characters by many witnesses, but in the face
of the overwhelming evidence of the
seems like a roaring farce

state, the effort

after a terrifying tragedy.

Several large fires at the stock yards
and in the lumber district has occurret
lately, and taken with the hot weather,

the different localitieshave given us a
taste of the future hot

we have

place. This week

partially melted, and if it con-

tinues into the next the

Lord only knows

what we will do. . Talking with

man

this afternoon, he said he

only what clothes he bad to

and pair of pants, and

a gentle-

was wearing
i.

e. a shirt

if the weather

didn’t “let up** soon be did not

know

which garment he would be obliged to
shed.

W.

Mr. N.

Blrkhoff arrived home from

the Netherlandslast Monday, after a visit
of seven

months. He had

a very pleasant

time, but was glad to get back to Chicago.

“Nick” knows
Business in

good thing.

a

all

branches is picking up,

aud the outlook for a heavy fall trade is
very encouraging.Two or three new
railroads

have opened for

lately, thus

business here

bringingin considerable busi-

Headleywas oiling the machine at the time, but
riE.J0N'0, cp de.Ier
the start was too sudden to get control of the lines.
The machine and harnsss was badly broken. The .VMl opt'
team was caught a mile away uninjured, except a

OUT AROUND.

above, states that

to

West

us.

It

seems to

me

time is not far distant when a
that does not run into or

have

it

you think of

much

off,

.

A new

acquaintancefrom Johnsville has en-

gaged our attention to some extent this week and

drawn upon our respects.Ho appearsto bo In
quite a turbulent state of mind, and chargesus
with an attempt at some kind of criticism that we
do not understand, and have consulted Webster’s
Unabridgedin a vain endeavor for aid. Next ho
alters our report of Mr. Brockwty’s discourse,
delivered here Jtly 23, so as to be more pleasing
to the speaker and bis especial friends.He says
that tbe question of miracles

Will

God’s

mercy. Here wo

Common

to $444.72; Incidentals $20.00;
$464.72.—

Accepted and

total

referred to the

v

SlnS

-

-

--

uu icuui

BRB.
I

C., Proprietorof the “Rose Bad Saloon”
and dealer In liquors and cigars. River street.

u

TJUNT

K.

A

-

dder

la Win™,

10 F1,»1

-

-BUSMAN A.
A B.,
Streets. |I TjOSMAN,

LI,

•"

*«>"

Hand

*
proprietor
of Second

-n

Ud

nor,,

W,rJ'

Eh,hl0.&!.nd
ISE J., dealer in Notions and Fancy Goods, Eighth*
street0 dealor 10 8,ove>* Tinware, etc.
was not discussed,and In the very next that one
was made the subject of un especial discussion, CUv niS 80 Uhlr Work’ E,Shth Blreet
Watches and Jewelry.
and this is a fair sample of a large portion of that
Fire and Life Insurance.
discourse.Well consideredthat sentence as it
BRdeYaliih;0fI?,’''^Chmaker’
Jowa!flr8 a®d
now reads is a striking piece of rhetoricalnonMd Eighth streets?*
°f Market
sense and a miserablesubstitute of the truth.
Let us spend a moment in analyzing It. The provMiscellaneous.
idence of God we understandto mean especial
Furniture.
favor. Then Mr. Brockway wonld have the people
BfR,?u'yER
Hewers in all
Jalt'.
M^c^cined^iutsr. ^Corae'r
understandthat this mishap to Mr. Bacon was a
Ivl kinds of Furnltnro, Curtains, Wall
nd Uedar streets.
great favor, an act of loving kindness, a sort of Carpets, Picture Frames,etc.; River
H ’
neighborlyaccommodation,whereinGodjtook an
Flour Milll.
occasion to give aa example of His great mercy,
jtoafc.

opposite ^
c‘lvIIa,,•
1

I

^ ^

4

I
Paner

St.
"

cerningtheir neighbors, such as we saw In last
week’s News, which declares that “Andrew’s”
report of Mr. Brockway’s discourse at this place,
July 23, was misleading and false.

dint of bard labor saved the
late for last

house.

“H. A.”

Ism.

Johnsville,
Forest Ares are destroying considerable valuable
timber.
B. Bacon is slowly recovering from his late

lightning.

~

W. E.

Harris is,

we

understand, going to St.

“

pl

1

1

5“^

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotlbn. Use no other

yet,

ft

Is

T'VIEREMAG.J., Attorney
Veen’s block,Eighth street.

ITUNTLEY a., Practical Machinist, Mill and

there are other liars] In West Olive.

gWe

don’t

TUIRBANKS,

believe It.
In all his effortsto prevaricate "H. A.’’ seems

A

I., Justice of the Peace. Notary
Public,and PensionClaim Agent, River St.,

him. As to the meetingat the “hog pen” two or
throe men were standing there talking,when “H.

pOBT.J.C.,

A

Bridges:

Architect, Builder, and Contractor. Ofilce in New Mill and Factory on

AA

street.

'

•

10
10

25
33

•

•

• •

• • • ••

1105

HOLLAND.

MIX.
a.m. p.m. a.m.

oilier irainsdaily except Sucda
trainsrun by Central SUndard time.
Ticket* to all points In the United States at
All

canaaa.

m 4
W. A.

ery, etc.,

10 48

Allegan .............. 9 05 5 00 11 25
Hamilton ............ 9 87 585 1215
JUimore .............. 9 47 5 43 12 30
Holland .........
1003 0 00 12 57
p ro.

pITY BAKERY, J. PessInk&Bro.,Proprietors,
Vj Fresh Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confection-

^

W. A. GAVETT, Ass. Gen. Pass. Agt.

CARPENTER,TrafficManager.
P. G. CHURCHILL Station Agent.

Eighth street.

pHOENIX PLANING MILL. R.
LJ

E. Workman,

J&Mirtiw.

vp,ro.prlo.tor8de4,cr,nlam,,er.
Mb, ebingles,

and brick. River street.

rFHECAPPON & BERT8CH LEATHER

A

F. It A. M.

CO..

,WaI

tanners of Hemlock Slaughter Sole, Harness, w?
Communicationof Unity Lodo
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
No. JBl F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hi
Holland. Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesd
T)AUMGARTEL, W„ Tonsorlal Parlors Eighth rpAKKEN & DE 8P2LDKR, Manufacturersof evenings, Jan. 5. Peb. 2, March 9, April
and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
Carriages, Wagons, Cotters. Sleighs. Sole
Jnne Wane », Aug. 3, Aug. 81. Sept. S
attended
r J
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention Oct. M, Nov. 80, Dec. 28. St. John.s days Jui
24 and December 27th.
to Horseshoeingand Repairing. River street.

to.

?

summer.

Manager, Wind

TTUNTLEY, JAS.,
River

Bakeries.

V

.

0,1

TTOLLAND MANUFACTURINGCOMPANY,

A.” came sneaking along to play “snake in the
"YTAN DOMMELEN, P., wholesale and retail
grass” when a conversation was got up for his
Baker of rusk, (bescull) and sweet cakes,
Eighth
street, near River.
especial bcncAt,and it seems the poor fellow
swallowedthe bait, hook and all. “H. A.” does
Barbers.
not seem to spare any person’s feelingiin his re-

pons. He

En^'K^r.8^1811' Bh0P
Am
m* T,- Kanter8’ General
Mills, Tanks, etc., a specialty.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Offlce: Post’s Block, corner Eighth and
“Mr. Gokey plead guilty to the charge of selling River streets.

friends of ”H. A.” swore so crooked that it cleared

FROM

near Tenth.

to eclipse the whole in his last few reports on
the “whisky question’’ at West Olive. He says:

AA

10 15

a.m

TTOLLAND

at Law. Collections
Promptly attended to. Ofilce, Van der

10 16

AI.T.RGAN.

%

TTOLLAND
11l

LJ

9 45

735

1 50 12 10 5 13 8 50
2 15 12 32 530
2 20 1285 5 85
3 00 1 10 0 10

CITY BREWERY, A. Self, Pro- Holland ..............
A
prletor, capacity of Brewery 4,000 barrels.
Fillmore ............ 320
Cor. Maple and Tenth streets.
Hamilton . .......... 3 30
Allegan ...........
4 05
CHYSTAL CREAMERY.,Notler
& Bakelaar,proprietors.Pure Butter In
ALLEGAN
TO
packages. Fish street.

Attorneysand Justices,

m.

050

p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.

FROM HOLLAND TO

lightning rods.

9 00

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

Carriage Manufac-

&

AA

good business in this vicinity in putting up

make out Sat

10 15 8 03
53 3 43 6 30
Ferrysburg ..........10 57
6 40
Muskegon, 3rd street 11 25 4 15 715
....... 10

A|8“ n,aMr8c- Muskegon, 3rd street
Ferrysburg ..........
Ayer’s Hair Viyor gives vitality, gloss,
Grand Haven ........
TJIGGINS
HANSON,
Manufacturers
Of
the
and freshness to the hair, and restores
“Anchor Brand” of Water-proofHorse and Holland .............
its beauty.
Wagon Covers, Coats, Leggings. Aprons.Overalls,
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory. Eighth St.

8. Sanders, of Coldwater,Mich., is doings

He. tries to

Wagon and

810

•FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a. m. p.m. a.m. pm. p.
Holland ...........

6810 8l8b,e; Grand Haven

Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Etc.
J.,

....... 9 10 12 80 11 00
5 15
Zeeland ..............9 54
Holland ..............10 05 1 15 1150 010

:te.

health slowly.

own up.

H

N’^.h^.'n^^'.X’.80'1

a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m. p. m.

Grand Rapids

Livery and Sale Stablei.

This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-6mos I?LIEMAN,

Louis, Mo., to live. Mrs. Harris is Improving In

“H. A.” has not produced that poetry

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

dr- proprietor of Holland City Sale and Exchange Stable. General teamingdone, cor. Market and Seventhsts.

Andrew.”

believes in “socking It right to them ”
Were wc mean enough we could place before the ±J
By the Committee on Streets and public facts that would make ”H. A.” wish he had
'
never been born . He speaks of Mr. Gokey ’s store
Boots and Shoes.
Gentlemen Your Committee on “
in the light of a saloon. It teems to be none too
and Bridges to whom was referred the re- good a place for “H. A.” to sneak around and TTELDER, J. D., the cheapest place In the city
AA to bny Boots and Shoes, River street.
port of the City Surveyor of
ply h!s Christian (ff ToCatlbn of sneak. Now “H.
of graveling that pari of Ced
A." we want to ask you one question, what did T7AN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots and
ing between the center of Twtffth and the
Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
you go into that “vile den” and buy whisky for,
Eighth street.
center of Sixteenth streets, respectfully
which we openly say you did? Was it In order
submit the followingresolution and recthat you might be supplied with the “proper UPBIETSMA 8., manufacturer of and dealer in
ommend its adoption, viz:
Boots and Shoes. TheoldestBoot and Shoe
fluid”to go home and kick your wife out of bed?
Itoolved,That the Common Council of no one knows but you. Please explain next House in tbe city. Eighth street.
the city of Holland have determined to week and if you answer satisfactorily, I will give
Bank.
gravel a strip twenty feet wide through
you a few more to answer on the] subjectof
the center of that part of Cedar street,
teatutol, which will perhaps keep you busy the
lying between the center of Twelfth street
balance of tbs
“Tuo Buttok."

Committee on Streets and Bridges.

H., general dealer Lfflui
Groceries, etc. Oysters In sseason. Eighth

Ty

Oh motion of Aid. DeMerell the City whisky”,when the fact Is be waived examination,
Surveyor was directed to forthwithsub- gave bonds, and stood his trial and in the trial the

mit an estimate of gravel required to make
the road bed for South Cedar street, as
petitioned for, together with tbe cost and
expense of aame. The flity Surveyor reported that' tbe amount of gravel required
would be 034 cubic yards, which at a cost
of 68 centi per cubic yard would amount

DLOM,

T7AN DER HAAK,

t

he going to

Tbe Committee on Streets and Bridges,
to whom was referred the petition of G.
J. Van Duren and six others asking that
South Cedar street be graveled, reported
recommendingthat the petition be granted
as prayed for.— Adoptea all voting yea.

'"'•to.t,

cl

B.

Present: Mayor McBride, Aid. Carr,
DeMerell, Steketoe, Kramer, Kuite, Van
Ark and the Clerk.

CrMkwJ‘"

,le‘m wooj lr°°

residence of J. B. Bacon.

the Mayor.

Homeopathic Physician

VaKDBRVEKN

O. Nlvison,of Olive Center, is plastering the

Holland, Mich, August 2, 1887.
The Common Council met pursuant to
adjournment and was called to order by

no10*'

.LoprComM0"''

shock by

Connell.

offlceHou":

tsj:
^
8

J.

[OFFICIAL. |

have the declara-

M^.B3,J,A ,PhT.l.l,n,na Surgwn. Offlce

In rooms over News Offlce.

RwA?

of

p°m

i

Saloons.

L’aw.'tjgu01

VABr7G™^^o?eri«NS0™kOT

tlon In one breath that the question of miracles

to* n“«°” from“?o

street.

comes

L. Chrystal.

--

dence of God In sending a thunderboltthrough C.p,, Flonr, ProTl.loDg,eetc’
‘ ^
Mr. J. B. Bacon, therebyshowing his power and
at tbe same time preserving his life as a monu- "WORKMAN, R- 0e» proprietor of the Phoenix
ment

m.

«.

Groceries

—

building or buying such Received too

to the future metropolis.

Dry Goods,

not discussed

but that the speaker alluded to the marked provi-

close and

property be sure and get one that

was

CTEKETEE a., dealer In

ll

and Mr. Brockway means to tell him this to his
face and we have no desire to object or interferein
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
this or In any other personalmatter of his. We
M. W. Trumble has been sufferingfrom a severe only claim the privilegeto repeat what we hear In
Taking Effect Sunday, July 8, 1887.
attack of malaria since Saturday.
pnblic, of a public nature, and make sach comMr. Palmer and family, Nellie Caster and ments aa we may ses fit. What Impressedns on er Mills. Dally capacity, 800 barrels.
Nl’t
Clarence Irish, all of Grand Rapids, are jlsiting that occasion, was that Mr. Bacon should have
TOWNS.
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.
Hardware.
the family of C.G. Irish.
been selected In any way for an example,and we
Strayed— a few drops of rain Tuesday evening. could not refrainfrom looking about to aee where
a.m. p.m. atm. a.m.
.............10 20 1 15 12 00 4 45
Fanners generally are despondent,many crops Mr. Bacon had Interferedor been meddlesome In ka»™r:,!lj isry
No. 52 Eighth
•P®cialty.Grand Junction ...... 11 28 2 03 1 05 8 05
being beyond redemptionby rain at this late day. any great thing worthy of provokingdivine anger,
M»ngor ...........
11 45 2 17 128 9 20
R. D. Bacon having been made out a druggist was and we mast say that we failed to find any dis- VAS, 0^RT{/,1 H-. dealer In General Hardware, Benton Harbor ...... 1 15 300 225 1200
New Buffalo .......... 2 55 400 3 40 300
duly arrested on Ssturday for violstlng the drug- turbing infiuence of a serious nature. There was
Chicago..
gi-'
555 840 040
gist act, trial Tuesday,but for some unaccountno variationin ths laws of gravitation,or the dally
P-m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
able reason a Grand Haven jury invariably sides revolution of the earth, or changesof the moon, or
VA5.iA1?Di(?KND’T-,’ Sheet Metal Worker.
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
for whisky. Mr. Farr, who defended the case, to
n?Li5a,Tan,5ed,ron cornices, hot air furnaces
In the harmony of the solar system, or to be dea.m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
please his client, Indulged in a considerable small tected by the nnalded eye in tbe universe beyond, gbr‘.«.
1 owe.™ .............
9 00 8 55 9 1(1
dirty talk, which was in keeping with the case and we concluded that if it referredIn any way to
1185 6 10 12 10 4 45
H„
dwler
In
.to™,
hudButonEUMbor.
.....
In hand.
12 80 7 (H) 125 7 50
humanity that it must consist In some unpleasant
1 45 7 55 25ft 11 10
We regret that “Andrew’s’’ dim spiritualvision habit that Mr. Bacon possessed of making faces at
,h- 1,°" w"e- Grand Junction.....'
..... .
2 05 807 3 12 12 10
leads him into such criticalerrorsas the late re- some of tbe brethern, with whom Mr. Bacon
Holland ............ 805 900 435 3 05
Hctele.
pm. p.m. a.m. p.m.
port and attempted criticism on the quarterly might have differedin matters of religion . Some
meeting discourse at Ottawa, although we did not may think this idea foolish and feel disposed to
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
hear it ourselves. We should Judge by his state- criticise, and we shall not get mad about it if they
Mall. Exp Exp. Jtxp. Exp.
meut that the quarterly conference had taken lie do. In conclusionwe desire to ask onr new
p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m
responsibility ol telling ^preachers, and that he acquaintanceat Johnsville what he thinks will
Holland ......... ..... 805 900 t4 45 10 05
0 10
was a little off on church affairs.
Zeeland .............. 8 18
finally become of those eccentric Christians who
450 10 20 0 20
Grand Rapida ........ 3 55 9 45 0 45 1100 7 05
The country seems to be full of Arc on all sides. publish statementsof romance and fables con-

Milos of fence has been burned. John Bedell and
Ben Avery narrowlyescaped losing their dwellthat the
ings on Sunday and Monday. The barn of the
railroad former only a few rods from the house burned

so, kind reader,

1
|

few scratches.

Mr. Editor :-I eee by your West Ollre correspondent last weelr, that our largest businessArm
Is going to quit business. “H. A.” that is not so,
they are going to keep right on doing business If
you do stop your trading there. “H. A.” says he
was disgusted with what was told him while at
the store Monday night. Well it must be disgusting to have one’s past life brought up before his
neighborsand own family the way It was then.
And such a life as he himself claims to have lived.
He says he was silent too. He was like the boy,
he had nothing to say. He could not deny it, and
would not own it. Ho says he was sorry his
mother was a woman. "H. A.” don’t trouble
yourself about that, no one would mistrust it, and
if yon trace your pedigree back you will find your
mistake. Where you are known best you are
noted for your cheek, but to lay such gross carelessness to woman that seems too much, “H. A."
even for you. He says it was not necessary to
sneak around to get evidence against us. Why
did they not show it up that way before the Jury
in Grand Haven, and win their case? He says it
was not spite work. Why did the men that had
been put on the blacklist as dead beats, or their
families, take this thing up to get revenge? as
they claimed they did, In the suit in Grand Haven.Have we got to keep some of West Olive people
for two or three years and then because we want
our pay, to be subjected to such vile slanderas
you are putting in the paper, without a word of
truth In it, and you knowing it all the time? We
can say more if necessary
"Pkt*. '

Sunday. The barn aud out buildings of Frank
direct connection with Chicago will not Burnham burned Tuesday. The neighbors by
be thought very

Dry (inn,:.. omr„rt.. "c' boor. from

in

Ua10n&fKhM'' Tmth

Olive,

ness from territorywhich had littleor no
traffic with

cow

that had come through the bushes near by ."““Mr!

and in a condition of not knowing the
Blake from any other vessel. Captain

-

------

Council adjourned.

passing by her, thus making them drunk,

*

A

"*¥

'T'E ROLLER, HEIN, Bntiderand Designer of

A

all kinds

,

O. Bbkthan, Ssc'y.

A- Hcntlet.

W. M.

Knights of Labor.

.

ISSSS,“e“

„

of.Buiidlngs.Ofilce on River street.

•

mnnicationeshould be addressed to
'XT’AN

UAALTE, B., dealer in Farm Imple*
and machinery. Cor. River and

V menu

Ninth StreeU.

T7AN DER VEN,

J. M., Manufacturesthe beet
5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled, Smoke
them. For sale by all dealer!.

v

TT7TLM9 P., Pump

manufacturer,
and dealer In
AgriculturalImplements of all kinds. South
River etrect.
v

s:

Hibhont Lock Box.
Holland, Mic

K. 0. T. M.
t.Cnea.c2ni,Tcnt’No-68'
meeU ,n 0dd Fallot
Hall at 7 :30 p. m., on the First and Third Mondi
of each month. All Sir KnighUare cordiallyli
vl ted to attend. Cheapest Life Insurancevn

¥

W.

oo appi,cM,onA. Holut, R. K

THK FAULTS OF PMEACHEBS.

the boys to annoy him; but if he had
wished to punish you, he would have
SMn* Are too weak, and some are too atrong;
Borne are too abort, and tome are too long;
done it when he had his hands on you.
Borne are too atout, aad some are too thin ;
I believe you had better go and see
Same always oat, and some always In ;
him, John. You ought to wish to do
Beane are too food, and acme are too bad ;
Some are too grave, and soma are too glad
him a kindnessafter what has happened ;
Beans In their clothing are too exquisite
and you mav find a way.”
Seme never study, and some never visit
Borne are too fine, and some are too plain
This excellent motherlv counsel set
Borne preach the same sermons again and again,
my
mind at rest; and after breakfast
Berne, spite of whatever the critics may say,
the next morning I set forth on my
X* the midst of their solemn sermons look gay
Aad some, howe’er pleasing the fact they ro* errand. On the way I thought over all
hearie,
Are unable to smile, but look grave as a hearse. that I knew about this strange recluse,
Mme in their businesstransactions are muffs
and my knowledge of him was all that
Some cau*t keep their temper, but get Into huffs. any one else had. Nobody knew where
Borne are too high, and some are too low.
And some In their first sermon tell all they he came from, nor what his real name
know.
was. His queer appellation was
Some are loo humble, and some are too proud
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Borne are too faint, and some are too loud.
Boms have many faults, some have but one;
But I never heard tell of one that had none.

THE SiD LIFE OF A RECLDSE
A Story for Old

and Younff.

a

contraction for the name,
“Old Crotchety,” which some one hod
given him. He lived alone in an
old log-oabina mile from the village,
and remote from any other house. He
sometimes visited the village to buy
tho simplest necessaries of life, but
would converse with no one. When

spoken to he would barely reply to the

He

salutation, and walk on.
had no
friends, no visitors, no employment but

BY JAMES FRANKLIN FITTS.

story of Old Grotty was the de- to walk about in an aimless way. He
light and wonder of my boyhood. Like was generally regarded as a harmless
my later commuting with the Arabian old lunatic. Much of his time in fair

. The

Nights and Robinson Crusoe, it was
iBOmething that never grew old; and it
would be useless for me to try to number the times that I heard it, at second•handand from the originalnarrator.
The latter was one of onr neighbors,
’Wesley Bender by name, a grave familyman when I knew him, with children of
liis own— but one of those hearty,
ihappy, young-old men, who always
have a smile and a cheery word for the
little men, and who love on occasion
!to sit down with them, and fill their
ears with what is marvelous and entertaining. This story V[as his own, and
'as he always assured ns of its truth, it
'easily became onr favorite. From his
vwn age at the time he used to toll it,
in connection with the chronology of
the story, I have supposed that he
ispoke of a time which must have been
about the year 1820. Years have passed
since Mr. Bender removed to Oregon,
And whether he is still living is unknown to me. The boys who used to
Stand at his kneo in open-mouthedwonder at his tales are dispersed over the
globe ; but I am sure they have not forgotten Mr. Bender and his stories, and
perhaps in far-away corners of the
earth some of them will now gladly
reneV their acquaintance with Old
Orotty.
;

• • • • •

•

weather was passed on the bench in
front of his cabin ; and here I found
him on this morning. He smiled as I
came up, took my hand, and made me
down beside him.
“I knew you would come,” he said.
Then he took off my cap, and smoothed
my hair away from my forehead,looking fixedly into my face; but presently
an absent look came into his eyes, as
though his thoughts were far away.
sit

ho recalled himself lie asked my
again, and inquired who were
my parents,and where I lived.
“Have you a knife, John?” was his
next question. Knives were scarce in

When
name

those days, before Americans had
learned much of the art of working in
steel

;

and ray reply Jwas that I never

had owned one. He took from

his

pocket an exquisitely-finished Sheffield
pocket-knife with four blades, and
placed it in my hand. I looked at him
with amazement; such an article as that
could not be found in the village.
“I have had it many years," he said.
“It is yours now.

My heart was

full;

I broke down

completely.
“1 don’t deserve it, sir, I sobbed. “I
treated you badly yesterday—”
“Never mind that, John. You’ll be
kind to me after this. Tell your good
mother that I thank her for letting you
come, and sometime it would please
me to have you come again. Good-

The light of the lantern hardly
showed the scanty furniture of the

ROGUES CONVICTED.

the reeluse on
the bed. My mother lighted a small
hand-lamp from her basket, and the
poor, shrunken face of the dying man
was revealed to us. His eyes brightened as he saw our faces; he held out
cabin, and the form of

his hands for us to take, but his voice
was gone. Mother gave him some cordial, and it revived him wonderfully.

He did not refuse another spoonful
which strengthed him so that he could
speak plainly.
“Thank you both for coming,”
said. “Where’s your hand,
John? let
hold it” He took
with some difficulty a folded paper from
his breast, and handed it to my mother.
“Look at this when Fm gone,” he continued, “and you won’t be sorry that
you’ve been kind to me. But I shouldn’t
complain ; I have repelled kindness for
all these lonely, lonely years— ah God,
how many! 'I’ve been sick and weary
of the world and its people, anxious to
get home— home to my own! I did
not think that 1 should ever oare for a
human creature again, until, some
weeks ago, I met this dear boy, and
then, 0 how the faces of my loved and
long-lost dead came back to me ! You
shall know my story, if I hove liie
enough left to tell it I was of the
Quaker faith, and when the Revolutionary War broke out I was happily
living with my wife and children near
the Connecticut River. One of those
childrenwas a little girl, like yours,
madam ; the other was a boy, just like
you, John, the same face, the same

he

me

[thei
there

wav a season of labor with Clark,
whe thought that two years was enough
who
I pen
penitentiary for the worst of them. The
An InterestingAccount of the dose suppers had not yet come, and the juror*
were getting hungry. Somebody proposed
of the Great ConspiracyTrial
another ballot, which was agreed to. This,
to the surprise of some and the delight of
at Chicago.
all, resulted in the agreement as read in
court The report of the foreman wa*
The Yerdict Demonstrates that Bribery drafted,and it had no sooner been signed
than a bailiff opened the door and inquired
and Corruption Are Punishif the gentlemen were ready for their supable Offenses.

. — -- — --- speedy av.vxs,
There Yet Remain Sixty-eightBoodler from their long confinement, they sent
word that they had found a verdict
Indictmentson the Cook County
forthwith filed into court.
i

At 8:40 the jury notified Chief Bailiff
Cahill that they had agreed, and Cahill at
once reported to the Jndge, who was wait[CHICAGO TELEGRAM.]
ing in his private room. Judge Jamieson
The apparently interminable tnal of the took his seat on the bench and ordered the
Cook County Commissioners,charged jury brought into court, He also notified
Sheriff Matson to bring in the defendants,
with conspiracy to rob this county, came
who had all been kept prisoners in their
to an end on Friday with a verdict which
private room or in the vicinity of the courthardly meets popular expectations.Leyroom pending the return of the jmy. Tho
den, Ochs. Van Pelt, Wasserman, Vamell,
jury filed in at one door and the defendants
Wren and McClaughryare sentenced to
at another. The buzz and crush of about
State’s prison for a term of two years each,
Calendar.

and Casselman,Ceils, McCarthy

and

fifty newspaper men,

who

to the front, created some

at once swarmed
confusion for a

Oliver are each mulcted in a fine of §1,000.
moment. About fifty others, mostly detectSo completely convinced have the public
ives and bailiffs and personal friends of
been of the guilt of these conspirators
the defendants or jurors, stood up outside
that probably nothing less than a prison
tho railing.
sentence for every man of them would
Bailiff Cahill rapped for order when tho
have been accepted as satisfying the
public sense of justice and ade- jury came filing in and were seated, and
Judge Jamieson at once began proceedquately indicating the enormity of their
ings.
offense. The vigor and earnestness which
“Call the jury, Mr. Clerk,” was his curt
have characterized the proseention of this
order, and the same old form was repeated
ring and the satisfactory verdict obtained for the last time.
in the cases of MoCorigle and McDonald
“Are oil the defendants present in court.
had led the people of this county to look Mr. Sheriff?”was the next question.
for nothing less than the transferof every
Mr. Matson Was there behind the back of"
eyes, tho same everything.The spirit one of them to the Joliet Penitentiary.
chairs to answer ‘‘Yes."
The
verdict
which
allows
four
of
them,
of rebellion was at fever-heat ; everyTurning to the jury, the Judge asked:
body around us was talking of arming who in the public mind were not less guilty
“Gentlemen,have you agreed upon your
than
the
rest, to escape that fate, does not
and fighting, and I and mine were
verdict?”
give full satisfaction. It is sufficient,howshunned and almost insulted, because
One or two of them answered “Yes" in
ever, to show that the law and the courta
my religion forbade me from taking
an undertone, while Mr. A. L. Brown, tha
foreman,rose in his place wi h the formal
arms. I heard of the beautifulWyoanswer, “We have, your Honor," and handlming Valley in Pennsylvania, which
ed the document over to Bailiff Cahill, whoConnecticut people had settled, and I
in turn passed it np to Clerk Lee. Mr. Leethought it so far off that the war could
spread ont the document— a sheet of foolsnot reach it There I went with my
cap— and began reading slowly and disfamily, and again we had a happy
tinctly: “We, the jury, find tne defendants,.
home. In June, 1778, the bloodthirsty
Adam Ochs, etc." There was a death-like
Tories and Indians burst into the
silence in the room until the name of Back
McCarthy was reached— “$1,000 fine”—
valley. All unconscious of danger, we
and then there was a faint attompt at apsat at our table at noon, whefi a dozen
plause from somebody in the rear of tho
rifles were dischargedthrough the
court-room.At the concjfusion of tho
windows. My wife and little girl fell
reading there was another attempt at apdead, and I was sorely wounded. The
plause which was promptlysquelched by a
room was filled with painted savages ;
rap from the Jndge and a rush by the bailmy poor boy ran to me for protection,
iffs and nolicemengathered there.
and the fiends tomahawked him in my
Directly after the verdict was announced
each one of the defendants was asked what
arms, with his white, scared face
he thought about it. As the replies were
imploring mercy. Johnny, your
brief they are riven in fall:
like
Casselman — It is something I didn't exthat the day
caught
on
pect.
the green! I was left for dead, and
Leyden— I’ve got nothing to say.
barely managed to crawl out of the
Oliver— I’m so much surprisedthat I
blazing house when the murderershad
don’t know what I do think about it.
gone. I lay for weeks at death’s door,
Wren — I think the verdict is in outrage.
cared for by some of our wretched
Wasserman—I do not care to express an
opinion now.
neighbors who had escaped the massaMcCarthy— I haven’t much to say, bnt
cre. My strength came bock slow
come to me in the morning and perhaps 111
but I was a changed man. All I cared
give you somethingworth printing.
for on earth had been taken from me
Ochs— I don’t care to say a word.
by the most cruel of deaths. I became
Van Pelt— I can live through the two
a misanthrope,wandering over the
years, and when I get back here I will Uvo
country, anxious for death, but always
long enough to get even with the
—
fated to live on in misery. Then I
who have worked so hard to put me in this
hole. t
came here. This is my story."
Vamell— I don’t think anything about
He paused, exhausted; blit a little of
the verdict at all. I can’t think.
the cordial revived him again.
McClaughry— I ain’t saying nothing. I
“Poor stricken soul 1” said my mother,
ain’t going to express no opinion.
softly. “Your burden has indeed been
Geils— The verdict is a disappointment
a grievous one. But were there no
to me, bnt it is no more than I might have
promises from above to sustain and
expected.

; “There he goes!”
"Hurrah for old Scarecrow!”
face had
look
bye, now.”
i “Let’s after him, boys !”
I
you
We quitted our ball-playon the He stooped and kissed my forehead.
green and followed the poor old man, His eyes followed me as I went away
ehouting and calling him names; and I and until the trees hid him from uo I
am ashamed to say that I was as rude saw that he looked after me.
And thoughtless as the rest He paid
I told my mother tho particularsof
bo heed to us, but passed slowly on, my visit, and showed her ray beautiful
leaning on his staff, his snow-white hair knife. She was pleased, and appeared
j—
and beard waving in the wind, and his interested as well as puzzled; and as
eyes bent on the ground. One of us, she said little, I thought she was trying
bolder than the others, ran up behind to find some explanationto all this.
bim and pulled the skirt of his long
For several weeks after I neither saw
coat He turned suddenly; we all ran, nor heard of the old hermit. Then,
- —
with a shout; and I fell over a stone. one afternoon, little Alice came runThe old man seized me by the arm and ning into the back yard whore I was
held me fast My companions looked piling wood, and said there was "a
on from a safe distance with horror in funny old man" out by the gate. I
their faces; they evidently expected to went out, expecting to find Grotty; and
Bee me killed on the spot I know I there he was. He smiled, took my
•expectedsomething of the kind myself, hand, and held it while he talked. He
and I blabbered after the fashion of said that he was going by here, and
boys in such scrapes.
seeing the little girl, he knew she was succor vou?”
Mr. Grinnell and his assistants went
“0 please, sir, don’t! I’m so sorry- my sister by her looks ; so he stopped,
His glazing eye turned quickly toward
back to their room after the verdict, where
ill never do so again !”
hoping to see me. Just then my her. “So it should have been,” he
they were followed by “Buck” McCarthy
I fairly shivered with fear, and looked mother came to the door, and seeing whispered. “I see with a clearer visand one or two others. A reporter congratulated McCarthy on his escape.
up to his face as though it were that of who it was, asked him to come in and ion in this hour. I should have said
“What in
do you mean?” asked
an ogre. To my utter astonishment I sit down. He sighed wearily and shook with Job, “the Lord gave and the Lord
Bnck, with an assumption of dire wrath.
aaw his eyes regarding me with a very his head. I could not help noticing hath taken away ; blessed be the name
“I Bbonldn’t have been fined a goll- darned
dnd expression, while something like iow much feebler he looked than when of the Lord.” Perhaps Ho will forgive
cent. I say it’s an outrage.”
A sad smile flitted over his wasted and I last saw him.
my weakness, for Ho knows how I have
And I'll say,” said Mr. Grinnell, “that
wrinkled face.
“Thank you, madam, he said, “but suffered."
yon shonld have got three years, Bnck, and
“Don’t be afraid, my lal,” he said. it’s many and many a year since I have
“Shall I ask Him?” said my mother.
I make no bones about saying it, either. I
“Ill not hurt you. What is your name ?” entered any dwelling but my own.”
The recluse was too far gone to
would like to see yon in McClaughry’s
, “John Wesley Bender, sir.”
place and McClaughry in youn. Yon
“I was just making a cup of tea," speak ; but he slightly moved his head.
iim
should have got the two years and Mo“Do you know where I live?”
said my mother. “Won’t you come in My mother knelt by the bedside. I
THE ELEVEN CONVICTED BOODLER8.
"Yes, sir.”
and have some ?”
had heard her pray often before ; but are still adequate agencies for the prosecu- Clanghry should have got the fine— that if,
if either of yon had to get off with a fine.
“Will you come up and see me toWith the hand that he still held I never, I think, from*her or any other tion and punishment of such offenders.
Bnck then left the room.
morrow morning? I want to see you pulled him along; and Alice, with an have I heard so fervent a supplication The case was given to the jury at 3 o'clock
“If it hadn’t been for Clark the yerdict
very much when these boys are not by.” unusual boldness, took hold of tho as that which she offpred up for this p. m., Friday, and when they retired their would have been all we asked for or could
first action was to elect A. L. Brown foreI promised; indeed I was so confused other hand. He suffered us to lead poor buffeted soul
possibly get,” said Mr. Grinnell. “Howthat I would have promised anything.
him into the house and place a chair
When the prayer was finished we man by a unanimous vote. There was ever, we are satisfiedunder the circumvery little desultory conversationat first,
“Good-by, then, John,” he said. “I for him; and presently he was drinking were alone with the dead.
stances. This verdict is, of course, imballots being at once prepared on the ques•hall expect you.”
tea from one of onr willow-pattern
Two days later the remains of Old tion of guilt or innocence. The first vote measurably better than a disagreement,,
He patted my head gently and passed cups. Mother tried to make him talk; Grotty were laid at rest Neither the on this question resulted 11 to 1 for gnilt. and a disagreementwas the only alternaon. When he had gone some distance but he grew silent, and answered only paper that he had given my mother, One more ballot settled the questionof tive.”
There are no new developments in rethe boys came crowding about me, with monosyllables.He finished his nor anything that was found in the gnilt in the cose of each defendant, and the
anxious to know what the old man had cup, refused tho offer of another, and cabin disclosed his true name. 1 have matter of the penalty to he affixed came np gard to McGarigle,who at last account*
said. I did not feel like talking with rose immediately to go.
someiimes thought that he had forgot- for consideration.Foreman Brown disthem, cr like playing any more
“Thank you, madam,” he said ten it, with much else of his painful couragedgeneral talk on the question and
a test ballot was taken. This resulted 9 to
that afternoon ; and, making some ex- “Good-bye, my bov— and God bless life.
3 for three years in the penitentiary—the
cuse, I went home. At supper, my you all!” He reached tho door, and
But the paper contained something heaviestpunishment that can be imposed
mother noticed that I was looking turning toward us, added with a voice of considerable importance to us. It under the statute. The nine jurors
aerious, and asked me if I was sick. of quiet sadness: “I feel that 1 am stated that the recluse had no kin who voted for the extreme penalty
My little sister Alice tried in vain to get going on a long journey soon. ”
whatever, and owed nothing, and that were very firm in their convictions,
me to read to her after the table was
We understood him ; nor was he mis- ho wished John Bender and his mother and they labored with the other
cleared; I could think of nothing bnt taken. This was his last appearance to have what he left, which would l>e three earnestlyand long. Considerable
the incident of the afternoon. Even- in the village. Less than a week after found in an old pocket-book under his feeling was demonstrated.At last the foreing came. Alice had been put to bed, a neighbor called at our house just at. pillow. The money, to our surprise, man called for another ballot. It resulted
the same as the first, bnt after some more
and I sat with my mother by the even- dark and informed us that Old Grotty counted up nearly $500. It was a great
general discussionand debate in groups two
ing lamp. I think I see her now as she was dying. He had been passing by help to us; and none of the village peo- of the three who held out for the imposition
used to sit with her swift needle, her the hut and from curiosity looked in. ple, when they heard the whole story of a fine upon all eleven defendants were
grave, handsome face lighted with in- The old man was lying on his bed, ap- as it is given here, were disposed to won over. The third was taken in hand
telligence as she talked to me. Father parently in the last stages of physical murmur at our good fortune. On the and argued with for nearly an hour. This
had died live years before, leaving a weakness.
contrary, there were many who began was J. D. Clark. He stoutly maintained
•lender income for the support of us
Should ho go for a doctor? the vis- to wish that they had treated the old that there was not enough testimony of a
character that was worthy of consideration
three, and she helped it out by sewing. itor asked. Tho recluse said no; he recluse with more kindness.
to warrant sending any one of the defendI was eleven years old at this time, and was dying of old age, and was well satants to the penitentiary. He was as obwas growing able to help her a great isfied to die. Could the visitor do anyShe Saw a Sign.
stinate in his opinion as were the others
deal As We sat there on this evening thing for him? Yes; he wished he "No, ma’am, this house is not to rent,” in theirs that three years in the
ahe suddenly put down her sewing and would send Johnny Bender to him he replied rather savagely.“Why did penitentiarywas too good for all of them.
•aid:
He would stand a fine for all of them, but
from the village.
you think it was?"
no penitentiary. And this was just where
“John, something is the matter with
I looked inquiringly at my mother.
“I saw a sign on the fence. ”
matters stood when the jurors were inyon. What is it?”
“We will both go,” she said. My “But it does not read ‘to rent’ ”
formed that the court had reconvened.
I could keep it to myself no longer, mother’s way was always the same; she
“I— I thought it did.”
Finally some of the eleven began to
And told her all that had happened, would quickly resolve what to do, and
“That is a sign of ‘post no bills.’ show signs of weakening. They were very
flhe looked serious when she heard of then do it Alice was taken to one of There’s a great difference, ma’am.”
much opposed to a disagreement, and in
out rudeness to the old man, and very the neighbors for the night; mother
"Yes, sir, excuse me. I ought to this Juror Clark agreed with them heartily.
much interested by the account of put a few articles which she thought have seen the difference, bnt the land- Others of the eleven became less firm, and W. 9. M’OAHiOLB, THK "CASHnUI*OK THK BOODXJi
CANO.
what followed. She asked many ques- might be useful in a basket I took the lord gave ns notice this morning that the first signs of a compromise began to
was
at
St
Catherines,
Canada. There U
tions, and grew thoughtful
be
apparent.
As
the
others
weakened
lantern and we went forth on our mel- he woulii neither paper, paint, fix the
“What shall I do, mother?" I asked. ancholy errand. As we drew near the front steps, cement the cellar, repair Clark grew firmer as to Geils, Oliver, Cas- no likelihood of seeming his extzadition.
Detective Mooney, in u lengthy interAfter a moment’s silence.
cabin we saw that it was entirely dark. the roof, put in the broken glass, mend selman, and McCarthy. It began to look
as though if they granted him these four view, tells about his connection with the
“Old Grotty has lived here fifteen I knocked at the door.
the bell, sod tho front yard, or make
his purpose ns to the others might boodle cases. He says McGarigle’s escape
years, to my knowledge," she said,
“Who is it?” demanded a feeble an alley gate, and I just put on my be shaken. Several were at first very was due to too much parsimony in the manAlowly; “ana during all that time he voice.
bonnet and rushed out to find another much opposed to a compromise on this agement of the case, and that the same it
has never harmed any one. It was
“John Bender and his mother,” I re- house and spite him,”— Detroit Free line; but they at last submitted, stipulated true of the acceptance of Clark as a juror,
Fury wrong and very thoughtless for plied, and the voice bade us come in.
for seven fbr the penitentiary, and the these being the two big blunders of the
Pi'ese,
maximum fine for the other four. Then whole business.
;
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Seeds That Germinate Quickly.
The human system is a fruitful soil, and
among seeds that germinate moet rapidly in
it are those of rheumatismand neuralgia. A

The Old Collins Line.

The eeUblishment of the Collins
line was one of thegreat events of

steamship history. We had been so
alightcold, broughton by sittingin a draught,
successfulupon our coasts, rivers, and
wet feet or damp elothee, will developeither of
lakes, that it was bnt natural we should those abominable, painful maladies with unmake some effort to do onr part with pleasant rapidity.The proper preventiveof
•steam upon the greater field of inter- thla agonising vegetation is Hostetler's Stomach
national trade, it was impossiblethat Bitten,a medicine which nullifies a tendency
the monopoly which had existed for to either of the maladies named, and soothas
ten yean in the hands of the Canard the achea which they cause. Her is it less eU
Company should not be combated by fectlve as a remedy for rheumatism than as its
some one, and with the advent of the preventive, a fact aa amply attested as any othrelating to its curative properties.Mariners,
Collins line came a strife for su- er
minors, frontiersmen,and othen have ever
premacy,. the memories of which are found It a faithfulpreservative of health in un•stillvivid in the minds of thousands on favorable regions, and a benign remedy for malarial disorders,and stomach, liver and bowel
3>oth sides of the Atlantic.
complaint*. It ia a fine promoter of appetite
The Canard Company at this time and a capital tonic.
lhad increased their fleet by the addiThe Terrible Florida Hog.
tion of the America, Niagara, Europa,
•and Columbia,

all'

built in

1848. Their

machinery did not differ materially
from that of the precedingships, in
general design, bat there had, m the
coarse of practice, come better workmanship and design of parts, and the
boiler pressure had been increasedto
13 ponnds, bringing the expenditure
per horse-powerdown to 3.8 ponnds
per hour. In these ships the freight
capacity had been nearly doubled, 50
per cent had been added to their
passenger accommodation, and the company was altogether pursuing the successful career which was due a line
which could command $35 a ton for
freight from Liverpool to New York—
a reminiscence which must make it appear the Golden Age to the unfortunate
steamship-owner of to-day, who is now
most happy with a seventh of such
earnings.
The Collins steamers were a new departure in model and arrangement;
they were designed by Steers, famous,
also, as the designer of the America
and Niagara; exceeded in size and
speed anything then afloat, and reduced
the journey in 1851 and 1852 to about
eleven days— though some voyages were
made in less than ten days. The Cunard
line put afloat the Asia and Africa, as
competitors,but ‘they neither equaled
theidmerican steamers in size nor speed.
The former were of 3,620 tons displacement, with 1,000 indicated horsepower.
The three other vessels of the Collins
line were the Baltic, Atlantic, and Pacific. They formed a notable fleet, and
fixed for many years to come the type
of the American steamship in model and

The Minor

The hog

head

in

as a race-horse.

On

another occasion the writer of
this was sleepingin camp and around
lay a pack of hounds who had often
proved that a bear at bay brought no
terror to their hearts, and who carried
scars honorably earned in strife with
the wildcat and panther. But a number of these razor-backs came around
in the dead of night, and when the
dogs attempted to drive them off they
charged like warriors true and tried.
They swept off the dogs and charged
over the hunters — blankets, guns,
cooking utensils, and fishing rods became things of the past, and stout men
took refuge in the boats. Then, to save
the dogs, revolvers entered into the
fray, and finally the tierce grunters
moved off in search of pastures new.
With the early dawn came a long, lean
man, who carried a rifle as long as himself, and he assessed the damages,
which the hogs should have paid, and
carried off the slain, which the victors
did not want.
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•out and recognized that band-work of

especiallythat
the con-

interests us, develops

«tructive faculties; that is to say, makes
ns apt with the fingers, and quicker at
-perceiving anything, or at inventing or
finding ont wavs and means to make

do anything.

From

this point of view, even setting
beads and inlaying with wire may have
their good effects as moral disoipiine.—

Charles O. Leland, in SI. Nicholas.
Carl Pretzels Philosophy.
vas more worth dot der heeden of
Africa you letshdarffor a lost of wood
-dhen your owu kid cry mit der seat of
his pandyloons out in der befrontof bis
It

-pehind.

Dhere vas fellen in dis vorldt dot
vos so shting/ mit dheir mercies, und
fo yellous, dot dhey efeu begrudge em
der mercy of der Almighty.
Vhsn der vasser don’t got troubles it
vas share to got shtagnations. It vas
yoostder same like der human self,
vhen you don’t got troubles a leedle,
you got yourself noabbreciationsabout
der goot tings vot corned.— National

rrrouincta
uid Slsrpltunau,Rkeumstlim, Lumbago,Paint and
Wtakaoi In th* Bark, Spin*, or Kldnays,Pains around tbs Uvsr,
Plsurliy, S.tllln, of th. JoInU, Sprains, Brult*t,BfUi of IntMts,
and Painsol all kinds. RADWAY’S READY RELIEF .III afford
immsdlatsrai*, and its continued u»« for a fs. dsys fflWt a permanent curs.

druggists.

Folly is the

quality exhibited by a man
a cross-eyedwile.— A'eir

who is jealousof
Haven News.

How often ia tho light of the household
clouded by signs of melancholy or irritibility
on the part of the ladies. Yet they are hot to
be blampd, for they are the result of ailments
peculiar to that sox, which men know not of.
But the cause may be removed and joy restored
by the use of Dr. Pierce's “Favorite Prescription,” which, as a tonio and nervinefor debilitated women, is certain, safe and pleasant It
is beyond all compare the groat healer of

women.

»

__

_ _
The

•

LIVER,

and Chicago Railway) have placed on sale m
all their principal officesa new form of mdnago book, at rata of 2 cents per mile. The
book can be used by a firm or by a man and
his family. One hundred and fifty pounds ot
bicgago allowedou each coupon, and book
w.li be limited one year from date of issuance.

Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depression of
spirits,ana general debility in their various
forms; also as a preventiveagainst fever and
ague and other intermittentfevers, the “Ferro-PhosphoratedElixir of Calisaya/ made by
Hazard, Hazard A Ca, New York, and sold by
all druggists, is tho best tonic,and for patients
recovering from fever and other sickness it
has no equal
P. W. Tansill A Ca, Chicago:
The “Tansih’s Poach” 5c cigars are booming.
Never sold so many in so short a time. Wdi
try and give yoa another order this month.
P. A A. L Millard, Ellisburg, N. Y.

Bronchitir Is cured by frequent small doses
of Piso's Cure for Consumption.

Hone

Printers

Railroad.

The longest street tramway in the
world will be that which is to connect
a number of towns near Buenos Ayres,
South America, and which will have a
total length of 200 miles. The rood
will also be exceptional in that sleeping-cars will be run upon it for the

comfort of the passengers.Horses
will be employed as a motive power instead of steam, because horses are
Woman and Her Diseases
Is the title of a largo illustrated treatise,by cheap, fuel is dear and. the people are
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., sent to any au- slow. The price of two tons of coal
.fireas for ton cenU in HUmps. It teaches sucwill buy a horse with its harness. The
cessful solr-troatiuent
sleeping-cars and all the other eqnipline are being supplied
A politician is honest when all other ments of the ...,v
means have failed.— Washington Critic. [ by a Philadelphia company.

Burn*. Wounds, Old Soret and

Ail

Aches and Pains.

Wishing to purchaao Job or NewspaperPresses at a
bargain should send for our list of Becond-Uand The many testimonial*received by na more thaa
prove all we claim for this valuable remody^Tl
Printing Machinery.
not only relieves the moat severe Dalns, bt3
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It Cura*
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BLOOD AND LUNG DISEASES.

in rt'gard to

I
^ I

my^eaBK

being afflictedwith

EV..

_

‘

“THE BLOOD

IS

THE

LIFE.”

Thoroughlycleanse
» the blood, which is the fountain of health, by using Dr. Pieroe’s Golden Medical Discovery,and good
digestion,
a fair skin buoyant spirits,and bodily health and vigor wiM bo established.
l-oww.., •
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors, from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption, to the worst Scrofula, or bloodDisease,
us Boras
wt••rl‘o“n,
ulp-ioiDt d‘"“o'

um

or

__________ Iteeitti

blotchesbegan to arise. on
the surface
a
______
of the
skin, and
d I experienced
ex.
a tired feeling
‘log and
dullness. I began the use of Dr. Pieroe's
'odleal Discovery
D
Golden ModlcaT
as directed by
him for such complaints,and in one week's
time I began to feel like a now man, and am now Sound and well.
The * Pleasant PurgativePellets ’ are the best remedy for bilious or
sick headache,or tightness about the chest, and bad taste In tho
mouth, that I have ever used. My wife oould not walk across the
floor ‘when sho began to take your ‘Golden Mcdloal Discovery/
Now she can walk quite a little ways, and do some light work/’
.

and can walk with tho help of crutches. Ho does not suffer any
pain, and can eat and sleep as well as any one. It has only been
about three months since bo commenced using your medicine.
I cannot find words with which to express my gratitudefor the
benefit he has receivedthrough you.”

Skin Disease.—Tho “ Democrat and News,”
f Cambridge, Maryland, says: “Mrs. Eliza
Pools, wife of Leonard Poole, of IFflHamsburg, DorchesterCo., Md., has been cured
of a bad case of Eczema by using Dr. Pieroe’s
Golden Medical Discovery. The disease appeared first hi her feet, extended to the knees,
ooverlng the whole of the lower limbs from feet to knees, then
attack
tacked the elbows and became so severe ss to prestratoher.

Mis. Ida M. Btrono, of Atonoorth,Jnd, writes;
little boy bad been troubledwith hlp-loint

commcnood the
use of your ‘Golden Medical Discovery’ and
Pellets,1ho was confined to his bed, and oould
not bo moved without suffering great pain. But
‘

now, thanks to your ‘ Discovery/ ho

Is

JSfflM orsM

322

“My

disease tor two years. When bo

Reduced Mileage Rates.
The Monon Route (Louisville, New Alban)

Cures Neuralgia,Toothache,
Headache, Catarrh, Croup, Sore ThradL

Mrs. Parhelia Brundaos, of 151 Lock Street
Lockport,Jf. Y. writes: “ I was troubled with
chills, nervous and generaldebility,with frequent
ore throat, and my mouth was badly cankered.
and
non. I waa advised to’ use Dr. Pieroe's
My liver was inactive, and I sufferedmuch from
Golden Medical Diacovery, Favorite Prodyspepsia. I am pleasedto say that your ‘Golden
Heant Trouble. scriptionand Pellets. I used one bottle
Medical Discovery’ and 'Pellets’ have cured me of all these
of tho ‘Prescription,’ five of the ‘Discovailments and I cannot say enough In their praise. I must also
ery,’ and four of tho * Pleasant Purgative Pelleta.’ My health besay a word in reforenoo to your ‘Favorite Prescription,’ as it
gan to improve under the uso of your medicine,and my strength has proven Itself a most excellentmetlieino for weak females.
came book. My difficultioa have all diaappeared. lean work hard It has been used in my family with excellent results.”
allday,orwalk four or five milcaaday.and aland it well; andwhen
Dyapepala.-JAMK8 L. Colby, Esq., of Yucatan,Houston CoI began using the medicine 1 could scarcely walk acroaa tho room,
most of tho time, and I did not think I oould ever feel well again. MintL writes: ‘‘I was troubled with Indigestion, and would eat
heartily and grow poor at the same time. I experiencedheartburn,
I have a little baby girl eight months old. Although she la a little
sour stomach, and many other disagreeablesymptoms common
delicate In size and appoaranoo,sho ia healthy. I give your remeto that disorder. I com me need taking your
dies all tho credit for curing mo, os I took no other treatmentafter
‘Golden Medical Discovery’and *Pelleu/and
beginning their uae. I am very grateful for your kindness, and
I am now entirely free from the dyspepsia, and
thank God and thank you that I am as well aa I am after years
am. In fact, healthierthan I have been for
of suffering.”
flvo years. I weigh one hundred and seventymmmmmmmm Mr*. I. V. Webber, of Yorkthire, CattaraugusCo.,
one and one- half pounds, and have done as
I (..wit
write* : “ I wish to say a fow words in praise
much work the pest summer as I have ever
LIYui I PimmHtra
Tour ‘Golden Medical Discovery’ and Pleasant
Dnllnto'
.......
---t.
Purgative Pellets.’For five year* previous to done In the same length of time in my life. I never took a
| taking thorn I
was a great sufferer; I bad a medidno that seemed to tone up the muscles and invigorate
J severe pain in my
right side continually; was the whole system equal to your ‘Discovery’ and ‘Pellets/”
unable to do my own work. I am happy to say
t Dyspepsia. - Theresa A. Cabs, of
Springfield,Mo* writes]
I am now well and strong, thanks to your medicines.*
I was troubled one year with liver complaint,dyspepsia,and
Chronic Diarrhea Cured.-D. Lazarre, Esq., 975 and 977 sleeplessness,but your ‘Golden Medical Discovery’oured me.”4
Decatur Street,New Orleans, La., writes:**I used three bottles of
Chllle and Fevor.-Rev. H. E. Mosley, Monlimrcnet, 8. C*
the ‘ Golden Medical Discovery/ and it has oured mo of chronlo writes: “Last August I thought I would die with chills and fever,
diarrhea. My bowels are now regular.” .
I took your ‘ Discovery ’ and It stopped thorn In a very short time.”

Liven Disease

Full School)

Sleeping Car.* on a

AXLE GREASE
Best in the World. Made only by the Frazer Lubricator Co. at Chicago,N. V. A St. LouU. Sold ntryuAsr*.
MENTION THIS PAPER wuaa waime to aartanaaas.

Prica* Flftv Cents. Sold by Dniggl«ts.
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The fall school at Gem City Business College begins Sept 5, with a grand reunion in
the Opera House, Friday evening, Sept ft
A lull business course,a Normal Penmanship
course, Shorthand, and Type-writing ail
taught by efficientteachers. Catalogue and
full particularssent free. Address, D. L
Musselman,A M., Principal, Gem City Business College, Quincy, III

xuouw

FRAZER

complaint* aee our printed directiona. It i« highly
important that every famUy keep a aupply of

“Consumption Core”

did.

_

OPIUM

1

Spencer’s Full Circle.

HU

m

Would In a truthful nann to give to Dr. Piorco’s
“Golden Medical Discovery, the moat eftioicious nieJicino yet discoveredfor arresting the
early development of pulmonary disaam. But
“consumption cure” would not sufficientlyindicatj the scope of its influence and usefulness. In all the many diseases wh ch spring
from a derangement of the liver and blood the
“Discovery”is a safe and sure specilic.Of all

the practice of the minor arts was discouraged under a mistaken impression
that it caused a waste of time, or in-daced tastes and habits which disqualified the young from forming
"business habits.9 This is a great mistake. All practical arts, however small,
indnce habits of patience, indnstry, and
self-control. Ihey form habits of thinking; for, as men have composed books
while making shoes, so others cannot
help pursuing trains of thought while

Weekly.

& CO., Lowell, Hass.

N

ShXkspeare never billed his play.
Yet he builded better than he knew, Bill

!

HOOD

\

1

RADWAY’8 READY

amusement, relaxation, or instruction.
I have known many families in which

•or

only by C. L

THE TRUE RELIEF.

Arts.

but more

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Bold by all druggists.II ; six for 15. Prepared

he saw no stop was
RELIEF
made, and, seeing his danger, started at Always in the houae. Its uae will prove beneficial on
all occasionsof pain or sickness. Thers ia nothing in
a gallop down the track. In vain the the world that will step pain or amat the progrosaof
engine rushed forward with maddening diseaseaa quickly as the Ready Relief.
Where epidemic diaeaseaprevail,such as Fevers,
speed till the coaches rocked and la- Dysentery. Cholera, Influenza, Diphtheria, Hcarlet
'over, and other malignantdlRoaHes. Radway's
dies screamed in horn r— when the Ready Relief will, if taken aa directed, protectthe
train reached Palatka the hog was leis- eyatem agalnnt attacks, and, if seized with sickness,
quickly cure the patient.
urelv eating waste corn at Vertrees’
stable. That hog has since been struck
RAHWAY’S READY. RELIEF li the oaly rrmfflialictnl la
that .III IntUntly Hop p*ln. It Instantly rslleTMtnd ta«a
by lightning, so that he is not for sale vogM
cum IlmdstbAwkethc'r tlok or bottom, To.th».h«, Nraralglt,

carving, basket-making,or setting
beads. And it is gradually being found

-

raised his

surprise when

industry or art can be regarded
triflingwhen^ a poor person can
.make a living by it, or when any number of people, old or young, find in it

kind,

to keep well, purify the blood by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. This medicineis peculiarly
designed to act upon the blood, and through that
upon all the organa and tissues ot the body. It
has a specificaction, alao, upon the secretions
and excretions, and assists nature to expel from
the system oil humors, impure particles, and
eff te matter through the lungs, liver, bowels,
kidneys, and skin It effectuallyaids weak, impaired. and debilitated organs, invigorates the
nervoussystem, and tones the digestion.
fore,

Chicago, Ills.

ft

No

which

blood; there-

deo.

as

any

Yoa cannot have without pare

Metropolitan Bite*,

PE88M8.

Relief

—

'

Good Health

Ready

bowsprit was dispensed with; the vertical stem, now so general, was adopted,
and everything subordinated to the use
of the ships as steamships.
But general disaster was in store for
these tine ships. The Arctic, on September 21, 1854, while on her voyage
out, was struck by the French steamer,
Vesta, in a fog off Cape Race, and bnt
46 out of the 268 persons on board
were saved. The Pacific left Liverpool
on June 23, 1859, and was never heard
of after. The Adriatic, a much finer
ship than any of her predecessors,was
put afloat; but the line was doomed.
Extravagance in constructionand management, combined with the losses of
two of their ships and a refusal of
further aid from the Government,were
too much for the line to bear, and in
1858 the end came. Ever since, the
European companies, with the exception of the time during which the line
from Philadelphia has been running
And the time during which some desultory efforts have been put forth, have
had to compete among themselves.
Scribner’s Magazine.

•

PENSIONS

IOO Doses One Dollar.
IlffcDr-WiUltins’fndlanPUsOintmwt
Writing of the Florida hog, the Palatka (I la. ) N( ws says : We have seen
THE
' or
his long tusks divide a dog like a sword
CHEAPEST
— we have seen a panther so terribly
AND
wounded that the poor cat crept off in
BEST
despair to die, while the hog recked
Wanted hi every County.Shrewd men to act under ear
not of flowing blood from his own neck
iaatruetions la our Secret Service. Eipertancenotneeee*
MEDICINE
and shou'der, bnt proudly challenged
FOB FAMILY USB •ary. Send stamp for particulars- ORANNAM DETECTIVE BUREAU. 44 Arcadt. CiaeteaaU.0.
a renewal of the fight. At Toooi lately
IN THE
R/\D WAY'S
a hog made it a point to stand on the
WOHLD I
track whenever he saw the locomotive
coming, and the considerate engineer
A CUBE
stopped for four successive days to
FOR ALL
Iran Ultra, Sum Baarinfi, Brass
drive him off. At last, tired of humanTar. Beam
a and Beam Bat
ity which aroused no gratitude, the
SUMMER
Xtstt slitScale.K.r ffc prto. 1UI
train hands assembled by invitation to
MUM this paprr and addrsss
COMPLAINTS.
A half to a teaapoonfnlin half a tumbler of water
see the hog demolished. He was on the
will In a fow moment* mro Cramp. Spaama,Hour
track awaiting his doom, and extra Stomach,Naum-a. Vomiting,Heartburn,NervouaHleeplesaneaa,
Hick Headache,Diarrhoea.Dysspeed was drawn from fat pine hurled neaft,
entery, CholeraMorbua, Colic,Flatulency, and all
into the furnace with malice prepense. Internal Palna. For Revere caaea of the forego' ng

arrangement. Thev were the work of
a man of genius, who had the courage
to cast aside tradition where it interfered with practical purposes. The

'

Tax habit of rnnnioffover boots or ahoet
corrected with loron’a Patent Heel Stiffenera.

began to mend and Uanow well and hearty. Mrs. Poole thinks
the medicine has sa .Tea
___________
her life and ,prolonged her days.”
Mr. T. A. Ayres, of East
tost New Mar
Market, DorchesterCounty, Md*
vouches for the above facts.

able to be up all the time,

CONSUMPTION, WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING OF BLOOD.
Golden Medical Discovery cures
ting and nutritivepro[
and kindred affections,
and purifies the blood.
“ wMting ^Iseases/^ UP th° 83rBtem‘ ftnd Increases the flesh and weight of those reduced below the usual standard of health by

Coaaamptlon.— Mrs. Edward Newton, of Harrowmith,
Ont* writes: You will ever be praised by mo for tho remarkable cure in my cose. I was so reduced that my friends had all procured three bottles of your 'Discovery/ which heated it up
given me up, and I had also been given up by two doctors. I then perfectly.”Mr. Downs continues;
went to the best doctor in those parts. He told me that medicine
Consumptlon and Heart Disease.—“I also wish
wii to
was only a punishment in my cose, and would not undertake to
for the remarkable cure you have effected In my case,
mmmmmmmmm treat me. He said I might try Cod liver oil If I thank youu for
For three years I had suffered from that terriI fi__u n. | liked,os that was the only thing that oould possible disease, consumption, and heart dlssaie.
i bly have any ourativepower over consumption so
Before
consulting you I bad wasted away to
far advanced. I tried the Cod liver oil as a last
could not sleep nor rest, and- many
a skeleton:oould
treatment,but I was so weak I oould not keep it
timet wished to die to be out of my misery. I
I on my stomach. My husband, not fooling satisfied
then consulted you, and you told me you bad
to give me up vet, though he had bought for me
hopes of curing mejnit It would take time. I
everythingho saw advertisedfor my complaint,procured a quantook five months’ treatment
*
' In all.
1. frho flrif two months
' I- was

hmi

i

---

r

.

.

^

^

—

^
------- j terribleoough which barrassed
nlghtandday.I have been afflicted with rheumatism for a number
ofyeai*,and now feel so much better that I believe, with a con-

tinuationof your •Golden Medical Dlsoovory/ 1 will be restored
thing else first; but take the ‘Golden Medical Discovery’ In the
early stages of the disease,and therebysave a great deal of suffering and be restored to health at once. Any person who Is
stiU In doubt, need but write me, inclosing a stamped, selfaddwasod envelope for reply, when the foregoing statement will
be fully substantiatedby me.”

ITleer Cured.— Isaac E. Downs, Esq., of Spring VaHeti,
dockland Co* N. Y.(P. O. Box *8), writes: ‘‘The ‘Golden McdlGolden Medical Discovery Is Sold by Druggists.

moot now

recite how, step by step, the signs

and strong.

^

wM^SSat5l5SSl'S&.^

and

realities of

^

JOSEPB

writes: “
I

.

__

r

_

__

before sho coirfmenoed using

had any ainoe its use. For some six months
she has been feeling so well that she has
discontinuedit/*

Price $1.00 per Bottle, or Six Bottles for $64)0*

WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Proprietors,
MO. 66* Main Street. nrFFALO, N. T.

For

a

woman

&

to say she does not use

Gamble s Lenox Soap, is to
admit she is “behind the times.”
Nobody uses ordinary soap now they
can get “Lenox."
Procter

f

VVP'V:,
iTrffjfyrv:

;.'T'>.;

Clmroh Item*

with the Services for
To-morrow.

*1

3

Come and See

First Reformed Church— Services at
9:80 a. m. and 9 p. m. Sunday School
3:45. Weekly prayer meeiinf, Wednesday at 8 p. m.

The best place to buy

Hope Reformed. Church— Services at
10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
m. Young People’s meeting at 6:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.
Preaching by Rev. B. F. Sargent, of
Grand Rapids, both morning and evening.
Congregational ainging. Opening anthems by the choir. Weekly praise and
prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
AJ1 are welcome. •

Castor

at 12

known

me."

to

H. A.

Aacua,

1L

D.,

Kma^orau, gir«a

|

TB*

®trta

OsmcB

sleep, and promotaa dl-

HATS

Company, 188 Pulton Street, N. Y.

A

Holland ChristianRef. Cnurch.— Rev.
E. Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. in. 2:00 and 7 p. m.

respect, AycrV

Hair

you can get a

A Good Clean Shaye>
at

quite gray, commenced falling, and, in
spite of cutting, and various prenara#A*w
1 • .*
tions faithfully applied, became thinner
every day. I was finally persuaded to
try Ayer’s Hair Vigor. Two bottles of
this remedy not
' only
»nl^ stopped the hair
from falling, but also restored its original color, and stimulated a new growth.
— Eli F. Doane, Machias, Me.

w

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.
!

Be youf own physician! A lady who for
years suffered from distressing female
complaints, weaknesses,etc., so common
to her sex, and had despaired of a cure,
dually found remedies which completely
cured her. Any sufferer can use them and
thus cure herself, without the aid of a
physician. Iw recipes,treatise and full
directions freb, Sealed. Address Mrs. W.
C. Holmes, 058 Broadway, N. Y. (Name

Eruptions of the Skin, whether in
the form of Pimples or Boils, indicate
impuritiesin the blood, and should sug-

A

For the radical cure of Pimples, Boils,
and Carbuncles, I know of no remedy

sicians pronounced me an Incurable Consumptive. Began taking Dr. King’s New

-

AT

land,

Drug

irTO
MACKINAC.
Four Trip* per

GRAY

Ladies. Call and see them.

for

This remedy ia becoming so well known
and so popular as to need no special
mention. All who have used Electric
Bitters sing the same song of praise.— A

neatly done.
NO.

46,

Rates.

Week Between

Holland. Micb., Oct.

t. Xsnaoe, Cheboygan, Alpena. HarrlarWa.
Oscoda, Sand Beach, Port Huron,
fit. Glair, Oakland House, Marine City,
Every Week Day Between

Picture Frames, and Oil

may

be obtained at the

Eli
lectric Bitters will core all diseases of

the Liver and Kindeys, will remove
Pimples. Bolls. Salt Rheum and other
affectionscaused ty impure blood.— Will
drive Malsria from the system and prevent aa well as cure all Malarialfevers.—
For cure ot Headache, Constipationand
Indigestion try ElectricBitten— Entire
satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.— Price 50 cents and $1.00 per
bottle at Yates & Kane’s, Holland, and H.
De Krulf ’t, Zeeland, Drug Store.

--

_

Arch

Street,

POLICE
.

GAZETTE

will be
mailed,
The
__________
securely wrapped,
address in the United
--rr — . to
— —any
j
States for
receiot of
for three months on receipt

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal disconnt allowed to postmasters, agents
ad clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

RICHARD K FOX,
Franklin Square

in the old postofficebuilding

Fa.

on

N

Y.

Eighth Street.

OH

MY BACK!

I

CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN

OUR

PRICES.

*

We keep

MELLINGEH. "Made over $60 first week."—
W. ALLISON. "Took 10 orders first day."— T.
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential campaign it outsells all other books In the field. Complete outfit, Including engraving, for 50 cents In

everything kept in

a first-class store and
is

no trouble to

ing
eluding Clevelond,size ijyffl’inches, worth 85.
Also tho great book for agents. “The Lives and
Graves of our Presidents," over 600 pages. 22 fnll
nape
unrtralta. ‘TWroH
flr.tdav."—
rln.. ai
nawrio
page portraits.
"Cleared •(*)
820. first
MATTIE

stamps. Always address ELDER PUB. CO..
Chicago,

it

show

III.

fleldaare tearc*. bnt there who write to
Stinaon k Co., Portland. Maine, will metre
free, full Information abujl work which
| they can do. and lire at bor.e.tlial
will pay
' them from S3 to f 23 per
Some hare
earned orer S3<i In a day Either »ei. youncr-c old Capital
not required. Too are darted frea Tbore wKn«aH at once
an aUoiataly lore of (na< Iluiefortune*. Ait a new.
|

our stock.

J

day

WM. VERBEEK.
Holland, Mich.

& Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

May

19,

1887.

16-lyr.

DETROIT. MICH.

<500

REWARD

1

pay the above reward for any case of
liver complaftit. dripepsla,tick headache, indigeitlon.constipation or costlveneeswe cainot
ewe with West’a VegetableLlyer Pllli, when the
diractionaare itrlctlycompiled with. They are
purely vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.Large boxes containing 80 sngar coated
pilla, 85c. For sale by all drngglata.Beware of
connterfeltaand Imltattona.The
genuine manui uc kcmuiuc
factored only by JOHN C. WEST A CO., 862 W.
Madison street, Chicago. III.
will

DR. HILL’S

ENGLISH BUCHU
It

H. Nibbelink,

J.

Ont

of tho

Boat

Kidney

Proprietor of Ninth Street

INVKtTIGATORtIN USI.
Utl.^T
INVISTIOATORt

Litery, Sale,

and Feed

STABLE,

nature.

The human digestive apparatus is one
of the most complicated and wonderful
things in existence. It is easily put out

TAILORS and HATTERS.
Have the Goods I The right goods
and plenty of thou for an immense
Fall

Trade. The

past season has far

exceeded all expectations. For the

coming Fall Trade
Uoa.GrtftlU aU

1U

form, Inability t* Rctala th* Water.

INVESTIGATORthat mtorta tha Urin* to lu oataral color,
r^Ttotta neldaadltonlai.aadlha
•flbetarth* aewdrt

of order.

every preparation.

we have made
With the Best

aareflntoxUatlai drink.

Greasy food, tough food, sloppy food,

bad cookery, mental worry, late hours,
irregular habits, and many other things
which ought not to be, have made the
American people a nation of dyspeptics.
But Qreen't Auffutt Flotcer has done a
wonderful work in reforming this sad
business and making the American people
so healthy that they can enloy their meala
and be happy.

PRICI, tl
i

i

l-

i

Three Bottieefor tt.90.

DaUrcnd Dm
R®"8«Bd

I have addeo to my business that of

tor

of

JOHNSTON
Aetna.
W.

Sou

any ehar|«*.

Olrealar. Said by
A CO.,

DETROIT, MICB.

27-I0mos.

UNDERTAKING

J.

and keep constantly on hand

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

upon

.

.

•PSP BlN
wm

she became Miss, she dong to Castoria,

Whtn

aha had Children, aha gava than Caatetit,

wm

t

sick, wt f»v« her CMtorit,
Child, she cried for Caatoria,

We

inform the public that we close our
store at seven o’clock the remainder of
this and all of next month. We are
selling our trimmed summer hats and
bonnets for half of their original prices.
L. & S. Van den Bebge & Co.

Barley Wanted.
market price for
barley at the Holland City Brewery.
Farmers bring your barley to me.
A. Seif, Proprietor.
Holland, Micb., Aug. 8,
27-3t
I will pay the highest

new

1887.

con-

FLIEMAN fident of a constantly increasing busi-

BEST WAGONS

Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
°f “meJ. H. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., January 80, 1887.

Bab j

RIGHT, we are

HSSSh
lied

m>«&
When
When

unquestionably

ilanufsctnrcs and sells the

Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
health. But Green’s August Fioteer brings
health and happiness to the dyspeptic. first-class Hesrse for funerals can be obtained at
my place of business.
Ask your druggist for a bottle. Seventy- Attentionand coorteonstreatmentcan be refive cents.

quality of goods at prices that are

afl Dr*f ilria.

Remember:— No happiness without

she

Wm.Verbeek

STAKKEY & PALEN,

l-Z'-il)

Si
3 TTVeelsjs

OF-

1886.

20.

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND

In Brief, and to the Point.
Dyspepsia is dreadful. Disorderedliv<*
misery. Indigestion is a foe to good

1

new

Bpeelal Sondny Tripe dorina July and Avcnat.

We

purer medicine does not exist and it is
guaranteed to do all that i« claimed.

DRS.
15"? »t

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND

Detroit

D*«rlopurnt,"no Intrmtl.fboah of one Uuadrcd pape^
addrno on apulk

Repairing promptly and

Tours.
Low

SHOE

BROS.’

of

and Raulta,"
(no tiundrrd j.apn,puMl.hrd

Eolh or elikrr will be mailed tree to uoy
Oatlon. Krnd Ihr lirorlture I

SHOE FURNITORE STORE

Celebrated

Mmlr

Nirr.l hundred .urprMnt rum In n «I.U r m)« of rlironia
••m-muux of thrm niterMr* al<nat|(iaod
tadl* by other
pbyilrlci".AUo “(OMIOIND OXYGI.N-luOri*U an*

Paintings,

Bates and Recursion Ticket! will be fumiahad
by your Ticket Acent, or addreae
E. B. WHITCOMB,Gen'l Pua. Ag.nt,

Eleotrio Bitten.

is

I have the

IU

l.rorliurr .f

by Dr.. Marker A I'.irn, «hlrh pirn In all :« julrrr.fall la.
formiilnn .« to till, rrtnxrk.'il.
tura'lrpagrnt ond a rrrord

AHMETS,

C

-

S3!

BEST

nrn

It tbr till- of a

in

Of

OUR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS

Store.

UnllrU Slain.

Furniture, Wall Paper,

Prices.

,

ERNEST TUUNEK, Nottlnph.ia.rn|l»r.<L
JACOB WARD, Buwr.l, Nr«i Hoath Walr*.
Aad tljou.aud*of olhrm lu r»try part of tho

Prepared byDr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sola by all Druggists. Price 81; six bottles, $5.

Palace Steamers.

Aurrlra.

“COMPOUND OXYGEN—

1

Honest

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Summer

Discovery for Consumption, am now on
my third bottle, and able to oversee the
work on my farm.”
Jesse Middleware Decatur, Ohio, says:
"Had it not been for Dr. King’s New Discovery for ConsumptionI would have
died of Lung Troubles. Was given up
by doctors. Am now in best of health.”
Try it. Sample bottle free at Yates &
Kane’s, Holland, and H. De Kruif’s, Zee-

1887. IMy.

BtneiiNS!

In the city, always on hand.

Read the following: Mr. C. H. Morris,

13,

FIDELIA M. LYON, W.lmr^ Hawaii, SandwlrhMtad«.
ALEXANDER RITCHIE. lowam, Srotlmd,
HRS. MANUAL Y, OBYEGA. Frr-nlllo,Ear.lcrai, Hrtlro.
MRS. EMMA COOI'LH.Ltlll*, Sjar.l.u llunduru,Ccotnl

Honest Goods

equal to Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
— G. ..
H.
Davies, Pawtucketville, Lowell, Mass.

1

J, COlllt, U. 8. Tlff.Coninl,Cualilauco, Morocco,
M. V. ASIIHKOIIK,
Rrd IIImIT,Cl.

E. HEBOID’S.

gest the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is designed for those
who need a medicine to parity their blood.
No other preparation so well meets this
want. It increases the appetiteand rejuvenatesthe whole system. Its record,
for forty years, Is one of constant triumph
over disease.

Holland, Mich., April

Soots and Shoes

Sold by Druggiata and Perfumers.

-

east of Post-office.

The best of bargains

H

hat* th* libertyto r*f»r to tka
w*l|.kao«apcnoni ah* kin trl*d tbtlr

t.

THE FINEST

Ayer’s Hair Vigor.

STARKEY k PALIS

HON. WK. D. KELLEY, Xrart>«rcf C«a|r*M,Philadelphia.
HEV. VICTOR L. CONRAD,Edltur of tko Lathena Ob•«mr, Phlt.drtphlfu
RET. CHARLES W. CCSIHKO, D. I)., RorhwLr, S.
HON. HR. PENS NIXON, Editor Uttr-Oma,Cklcaao. HI.
RET. A. W. MOORE, Editor Th. Cmtenary,Laarailrr,8. C.
Yf. H. WORTHINGTON,
Editor S»w Boulh, Dlnaloihua,
Ala.
JUDGE H. P. Y BOOH AN, Qaenrmo, Kin.
RR8. HART A. LIVERMORE. M.lrow, HuttchiutlU.
JUDGE R. 8. Y00BHEE8,X.V York City.
MR. 1. C. KNIGHT, I'hll.drlpbU.
HR. FRANE blUDALL, Hrrrh.nl,rhllndtlphU.
HON. W. W. SCHUYLER,Ewlu., Pn.
RDWARD U WILSON, SM Hroidiray, R, T- Id. PhlU.

any time.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W. BAUMGARTEL.
Holland Mich.. March 19 1885.

.

3

Newark, Ark., says: “Was down with
Abscess of Lungs, and friends and phy-

eM

•dtlphl* I’h.lujr.plirr.

Second door

A Soientifio Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

Five years ago. my hair, which was
AX-

—

AT

TONSORIAL PARLORS

BILLY'S

to restorethe

fails

—IS

VI;;or

youthfulfrfs.iness and color to faded ami gray hair.
It also preventsthe hair from falling,
eradicatesdandruff, ami stimr.ia. cs
weak hair to a vigorous growth.
never

Dr*.

r»lle»l*|-*tatd
Tr*.ta*at i

KT

Luxury

Toilet

In every

Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Servicesat 10:30 a. m.
and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at. 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :80 p. m. All the seats are free
Rev. Brock way, of Johnsville, will occupy the pulpit. -

Is Consumption Incurable?

and CAPS,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods

in the evening.

Ayer’s Sarsaparillanever before equaled
its present daily record of marvelous
cures.

—

"THK COBPOCKD OX TOM TBKATMEST" Dra. Stark*?
Blmt, Philadelphia,hat* b**a aalag
for th* lad MMitMa ytan, la a ttlaalMU adjadarntof tha
•Imoata of Oijiia and Xllrot'amagnetized, aad tha
•o.poBadb oa eoadoa««d aad aad# porUblt that It I* Hal
•U vtt the world.

-AND-

Sunday School at 8 :45. Wednesday evening explanaicn of the Bible. Rev. J.
Riemersma,of Rochester, N. Y., will
preach In the Holland language in the
morning and afternoon, and in English

this paper.)

CON8CHPTI05, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, DYSPEPSIA.

UTARBU, BAT FKVKB, HEADACHE,DEBILITY, BHECMATISX, XBCBALQIAand all Chroole and Xamu Dbor-

For Men, Boyg, and Children,
•ALSO*

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., 2.-00 and 7:80 p. m.

••

CLOTHING,

m Paua, Ko. 1129 Artk

* fr

Wivei! Mothers I Daughter!

Pa

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT
For

for Infanta and Children.

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meetlng.fhursday
*
evening at 7:80.
Preaching by the pastor.

?<

a

i

1089 Arch Street, PhUad’a*

READY-MADE

i

Bin |

AND
I

BRUSSE BROS.

BUGGIES.

Healtnis wealtn!

Platform, Combination &

IH!

Express Wagons,

'

nmrrr.,

Dm. E. c. WEST’S NERVE AMD BRAIN

'

rent, a guaranteedspecific for Hysteria, Dlxxlnws, ConvnUlons,Fits, Nervous Nenralgia, Headache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
alcohol or tobacco,
.ww»vw, Wakefulness,
.. onciuiucor, Mental
iucuuil Depresl/C^rupslop. Bofienlng of the Brain resulting in insanity
and leading to misery,decay and death, Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in either

in.

sex. Involuntary Losses

and

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
.bzht and dnrable wagons.
I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
fast horses In this vicinityto the fact that I have
procured the asslsunceof one of the best horsesboers In the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of band or machine make. I
believe that all shonld patronize home trade when
they can boas well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

I

also mannfactnre

Spermatorrhoea

caused by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuse or
over-indulgence.
Each box contains one month’s
trestment.$1.00 a box, or six boxes for 15.00,
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.

WE GUARANTEE

UNDERTAKER.

have recently commenced the mannfactnreof

SIX

BOXES

Too cure any case. With each
each order received by ns
for six boxes, accompanied with |5.00, we will
send the purchaserour writtenguarantee to refuidlhe money if the treatment does not effect
•core. Guarantees issued only by YATES A
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents,Holland, Mich.

and have them constantly on band.

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
skillfully

J.

FLIEMAN.

performed. Funerals in the country will be promptly stteuded to
ssme rate as those In the city.

BTTXLXJLL SHUOTJiDS.

ALL SIZES.

at

the

